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Executive Summary
Highway-Rail Crossing Safety and Train Horns
At highway-rail grade crossings, the train horn serves to warn motorists of a train=s immediate
approach. The horn advises motorists, and other crossing users such as bicyclists and
pedestrians, that entering on or crossing the tracks would place them in imminent danger.
However, because of the loudness and the wide angle of sound radiation, the horn can be an
intrusive nuisance, especially in residential areas near the tracks. As a result, an automated
wayside horn system (AWHS) has been developed to provide an appropriate warning for those
using the crossing, while not annoying those living near the tracks.
A study was carried out in Mundelein, Illinois, that compared the train horn with the AWHS.
This report compares motorists’ driving behavior at highway-rail crossings and the sound levels
of the two types of horns. The results from the evaluation show a significant 70% decrease in
violations of highway-rail crossing law with the AWHS. Noise levels in areas near the tracks
decreased by up to 85%.
Reducing the number of collisions between vehicles and trains has remained a priority in
highway safety. During the past 10 years, collisions nationally have decreased from 4,684 in
1992 to 3,064 in 2001 (Federal Railroad Administration). During this same period, all collisions
with trains in Illinois remained fairly constant with an average of 232 per year. Even though
there has been a general decrease nationally, these collisions remain the most severe type in
terms of producing injuries and fatalities. Crossing gates have the best record at reducing
collisions, but a study done in Florida showed that even with crossing gates, a train horn still is
needed. The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) has proposed rules to require that horns be
used at all crossings with few exceptions that are expensive to implement. The problem remains
that the train horn, which, in Mundelein, starts sounding approximately 17 seconds before the
train reaches the crossing, creates very high sound levels in adjoining areas.
As a result of the need to alert motorists and at the same time reduce the effect of sound on
adjoining areas, Mundelein experimented with the use of the AWHS. The study reports the
results of the evaluation of the AWHS.
Conduct of the Study

Five tasks were undertaken: site preparation, before and after motorist violation studies, before
and after sound studies, quality-of-life studies, and surveys of engineers and residents.
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At each of the three sites used for studying motorist behavior, utility poles were erected, and
cameras and recording equipment installed. The recorders activated when the warning signals
activated, thereby recording what motorists did during the period the gates were descending and
down before the train arrived.
Drivers are considered to be taking risks (and violating the law) when they attempt to cross the
tracks after the crossing gates start to descend. This action was measured by viewing videotapes
made at each crossing during the period the gates were activated. Data were taken during the
period train horns were in use, then after a period of adaptation, when the wayside horn was in
use. The violations were divided into two classes:
Technical violation where the driver crosses the tracks after the gates start to descend but
before the gate has been lowered sufficiently to block the vehicle’s passage, labeled a
AType 1" violation, and
Deliberate violation in which the driver either drives through or around the lowered gate.
These are AType 2" violations.
Loudness and sound characteristics were measured on approaches to several crossings with train
horns in use and then after the wayside horns were activated. A comprehensive assessment of
these measures is contained in a separate report; this final report just summarizes the findings.
Measures of quality-of-life derived from two sources: sound studies in residential yards and a
survey of the residents. The project team measured sound levels over 24-hour periods at nine
locations throughout Mundelein. These measures were made during the period when train horns
were used and again after the wayside horns were placed in service. Comparisons included the
average sound level in one-second periods, during the time that horns were sounded, and a sound
exposure level. The latter takes into account duration and allows direct comparison of sounds
between different locations and over different periods.
In addition, surveys were sent to a sample of residents in Mundelein. The survey asked residents
how they viewed the new horn system compared to the train horns. Several questions also were
directed toward the residents’ views of changes in crossing safety.
Finally, a survey was distributed to engineers from both the freight railroad (Canadian National)
and commuter rail (Metra). This survey was modeled after the one used in Ames, Iowa, for a
similar evaluation. It asked the engineers how they perceived the crossing safety before and
after the wayside horns were activated.
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Evaluation of Changes in Crossing Violations
From the period September 8 through December 20, 2001, 10,392 gate activations were recorded
on videotape at three crossings. During the second period of observations, April 12 through July
16, 2002, 9,112 activations were recorded. Each period averaged 36 closings per day or 3.5 per
1,000 crossing vehicles. The largest percentage of closings, 17%, occurred from 6:00 p.m.
through 9:00 p.m.
A total of 367 violations were counted during the period when train horns were in use. Only 97
violations were recorded once the wayside horns were in operation. The average violation rate
when train horns were in use was 3.53 per 100 gate closings. This decreased 68% to 1.12 per
100 closings with the AWHS. The decrease is statistically significant. Type 1 violations
(driving under a descending gate) occurred 358 times in the before period and 93 in the after
period. A combined total of 13 drivers in both periods went around a gate. With few exceptions,
most of the Type 1 violations occurred within the first two seconds after the gates began their
descent.
Of the Type 1 violations recorded when train horns were in use, more than 90% occurred
between 6:01 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. Between 12:01 and 3:00 p.m., 30% of all violations occurred.
The largest percentage occurred on Hawley Street. Part of the problem stems from multiple gate
activations when Metra commuter trains stop at the Mundelein station near Hawley Street.
A total of 13 instances were recorded where motorists drove around the gates. Nine occurred
during the time the train horn was in use, and four occurred when the AWHS was operating.
The decrease is not statistically significant. Approximately one-half of the violations happened
when a train arrived during the 60-second recording interval. In one case, a driver cleared the
tracks just 6 seconds before a freight train arrived. On the average, 17 seconds separated the
vehicle from the train. At 50 mph, a train would just have passed the whistle post; therefore, the
motorist driving around the gates generally might not yet have heard a train horn if train horns
were being used. As with Type 1 violations, a large percentage of Type 2 violations occurred in
conjunction with Metra commuter operations.
One problem uncovered with the gate operations was gate closure without a train present. Often,
this is referred to as a Afalse activation.@ These activations comprised approximately 13% of all
closings. Metra stops at the Mundelein station and switching operations accounted for a
majority of these activations.
Finally, an unusual situation was videotaped during the spring of 2002 in which drivers stopped
on the tracks in an apparent response to the wayside horn sounding without prior warning. This
happened on 12 occasions. When the drivers went forward, they generally cleared the tracks
after the gates had closed just behind them. In other words, in most cases, the drivers occupied
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the tracks for 12 or more seconds. In one case, a driver backed up, just clearing the descending
gate.
Survey of Residents and Engineers
Two sets of surveys were distributed to examine opinions of both the wayside horn and its
perceived safety effectiveness. The respective surveys were administered to more than 1,250
Mundelein residents and to railroad engineers for both the Canadian National Railroad and
Metra Commuter Rail.
Residential survey. The 229 residents who responded to the residential survey, by a substantial
majority, found the wayside horn much less annoying than the train horns. The exception was
persons who lived close to and in a direct line with the wayside horn. More than 15% of
respondents found the wayside horn annoying, and a slightly greater percentage responded that
“occasionally” the horns interfered with their activities. When compared to the train horn, 88%
found the wayside horns either less loud or not even noticeable. A similar percentage also found
them less annoying.
When asked about safety, approximately 9% suggested that they were less safe. The same
percentage believed that motorists would be more likely to violate crossing laws. On the other
hand, the remainder of the respondents believed that the crossings were as safe or safer with the
wayside horn than they had been with train horns.
Engineer survey. Both Metra and Canadian National engineers also responded to surveys. One
Canadian National and one Metra engineer believed that the crossing was less safe. Neither gave a
reason for selecting that answer. However, both also did not like the method of notifying the
engineer when the horns were not working. The remaining engineers believed the crossings to be as
safe as or safer than when they used the train horn.
Analysis of the Sounds from Train and Wayside Horns
The key element of the evaluation addressed the differences between the train horn and the
wayside horn as it might affect safety of the highway-rail crossing. For the village residents, it
was of equal importance to compare how the two horns affected their lives. The findings are
discussed in greater detail in a separate report produced as part of the project.
In terms of outcomes, the sound level of the wayside horn was equal to or exceeded that of the
train horn for a driver approaching a highway-rail crossing. The exception was when the train
reached the crossing, where the train horn was louder. This finding held for a motorist
approaching the crossing, whether at the last point where the motorist could stop safely or at the
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sign warning the motorist of the approaching crossing. The two horns had similar frequency
components and were of equal loudness at different frequencies. Perhaps the greatest difference
was that the wayside horn is produced electronically and the train horn by air passing through
tuned horns. As a result, the sound of the wayside horn had a certain artificiality.
The wayside horn had a significant impact on the quality-of-life in areas near the crossings. At the
highest decibel levels, the wayside horn covered 85% less land area than the train-mounted horns.
Even at lower levels, more than 65% less area was affected. The residential survey clearly bore out
the findings from sound measurements. On the other hand, some persons were affected more than
before. Some of this occurred because the pattern of the sound dispersion changed. Volume levels
were elongated along the roadway so that some persons heard a louder horn than before. More
importantly, because the horns were of constant volume and lasted longer than the train horn, this
increased their apparent loudness.
Summary and Other Issues
This evaluation of the automated wayside horn system (AWHS) compared the new system to the
train horn. It examined three elements for differences:
1. Motorist violations of the law governing gated highway-rail crossings along with
perceptions of its safety from drivers and railroad train engineers.
2. The nature of the sound heard by the motorist and the potential effects of any differences
on safety at the highway-rail crossing.
3. Quality-of-life for residents as measured both by sound levels, and how the residents
perceived the loudness and annoyance of the two warning devices.
With the introduction of the AWHS, motorists’ violations of the crossing gates decreased 68%.
This difference had less than a 0.0001 likelihood of occurring by chance. The largest change
came from Type 1 violations or driving under the closing gates. Because so few motorists drove
around the gates during the period the train horns were in use, the decreases occurring during the
after period could not be said to be statistically significant. In responses to the surveys, both
engineers and residents indicated that they believed the wayside horn created a safer crossing
environment for motorists. Because there were no other known changes to the operation of the
roadways, the wayside horn is the most likely factor in the reduction of violations.
The sound studies showed that, in terms of nature and quality of sound, what the motorist heard
from the wayside horn was generally no different from what he or she heard from the train horn.
However, there were two differences in sound delivery. The first was that the train horn
provides a sense of movement because it gradually increases in volume. The wayside horn starts
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and remains at a constant volume. The second difference was that the wayside horn sounds
when the crossing warning lights first activate while the train horn is usually not heard until the
gates are fully descended.
Residential quality-of-life, as measured by the noise levels in the crossing areas, improved
significantly with the AWHS. At all levels, from 70 to 90 decibels, the reductions in area
covered by a given decibel level, ranged between 65% and 85%. When residents living near the
crossings were surveyed about the wayside horns as compared to the train horns, more than 80%
of the respondents indicated that their quality-of-life had improved.
Finally, in referring to Type 2 violations (driving around the closed gates), none occurred at
Allanson Road. At this crossing, there is a 6-inch raised concrete median that extends
approximately 40 feet back from the tracks. While this does not quite meet the proposed FRA
standards, it appears to have been sufficient in preventing drivers from going around the gates.
Except for the two drivers on Maple who drove around the queue waiting for malfunctioning
gates, all of the drivers who went around the gates were the first vehicles in line. Restricting the
driver=s ability to pull out around the gates for between 30 and 40 feet back from the gate, along
with the presence of the wayside horn, probably would eliminate almost all Type 2 violations.
The conclusion then drawn from this study is that the wayside horn significantly reduces
highway-rail crossing violations. It accomplishes this task while improving the quality-of-life
for nearby residents.
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Evaluation of the Automated Wayside Horn System in Mundelein, Illinois
Final Report
Chapter 1
Highway-Rail Crossing Safety and Train Horns
Introduction
At highway-rail grade crossings, the train horn serves to warn motorists of a train=s immediate
approach. At this time motorists, and other crossing users such as bicyclists and pedestrians,
entering on or crossing the tracks are in imminent danger. To give these users adequate notice of
the train’s approach, the train horn must be loud enough to be heard while it is still up to onequarter mile (400 meters) away. Because of this loudness and the wide angle of sound radiation,
the horn can be an intrusive nuisance, especially in residential areas near the tracks. As a result,
an automated wayside horn system (AWHS) has been developed to provide an appropriate
warning for those using crossing, while not annoying those living near the tracks. The critical
question is: How does the wayside horn affect crossing safety? There have been few studies to
determine if the wayside horn creates the same apparent crossing safety as does the train horn.
Mundelein, a residential suburb of Chicago in northeastern Illinois, has had both an increase in
housing and the number of train movements on railroad tracks passing through the center of
town. Train horns have become the source of increasing complaints from residents. The sound
can be especially intrusive at night, especially in the warmer months when windows are open.
The Mundelein village administration had an opportunity to test the AWHS as an alternate to the
train horn. They received permission to conduct the test from the Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA), and awarded the Northwestern University Center for Public Safety
(NUCPS) a grant to evaluate the AWHS implementation. This report examines changes in
safety and in residential noise levels. The results from the evaluation show a significant 70%
decrease in violations of highway-rail crossing law with the AWHS. Noise levels in areas near
the tracks also decreased by up to 80%.
This final report is divided into six chapters. The first chapter addresses highway-rail safety in
general. It also discusses how the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) reached the position
of requiring train horns to be used at all crossings. Finally, the chapter examines the role of train
horns in crossing safety. Chapter 2 discusses the conduct of the evaluation, covering both the
methodology and statistical approach. Chapters 3 through 5 present the results of the
evaluations. Chapter 3 examines motorist behavior with the train horns and AWHS. The next
chapter summarizes the questionnaires sent to residents and railroad engineers asking how they
viewed the changes, both personally and from a safety perspective, and Chapter 5 reviews
changes in sound levels in residential areas. The final chapter provides concluding comments
and addresses a few issues which have arisen during the AWHS implementation and evaluation.
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Reducing the Number of Collisions at Crossings
Collision History
Reducing the number of collisions between vehicles and trains has remained a priority in
highway safety. During the past 10 years, collisions nationally have decreased from 4,684 in
1992 to 3,064 in 2001 (Federal Railroad Administration URL). The change is shown graphically
in Figure 1-1. During this same period, crashes in Illinois remained fairly constant with an
average of 232 per year, but slightly lower during the past 5 years. Even though there has been a
decrease, these collisions remain the most severe type in terms of producing injuries and
fatalities. Nationally, all vehicle collisions have an average injury rate (including fatal injuries)
of 192 injuries per 1,000 crashes based on National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Traffic Safety Facts 2001 (NHTSA December 2002). On the other hand, a collision between
vehicles and a train has an average injury rate of 487 per 1,000 crashes, approximately 2.5 times
that of vehicle collisions in general (FRA url). The reason why such crashes are as severe is
because of the extreme mismatch in mass between the vehicle, especially passenger vehicles, and
the train. An average automobile weighs approximately two tons; a 100-car freight consist can
easily weight 1,000 times as much. Even at a very low train speed, the damage to the motor
vehicle is severe with an accompanying likelihood of severe injury to its occupants.
Drivers often place themselves in danger because they easily misjudge the speed of trains (large
objects have apparent motion slower than actual). They also fail to realize that a train cannot
stop rapidly. The 100-car freight consist might require three quarters of a mile (1200 meters) to
stop from 50 mph (82 kmph). Even if the engineer recognizes a danger 30 seconds
(approximately one-half mile or 800 meters) prior and applies emergency braking, the train still
will be traveling more than 15 mph (25 kmph) when it reaches the crossing. This speed is more
than enough to kill or critically injure all of the occupants in the vehicle.
Reducing Collision Numbers
To help reduce the number of collisions, all railroad crossings are marked both on the approach
and at the crossing itself. The minimum level of marking at the crossing is the Acrossbuck@ sign;
this is called Apassive@ warning. Motorists are required to stop if a train is close enough to
constitute an immediate hazard. A majority of crashes at passive crossings involve a vehicle
running into the side of the train rather than being struck by the train.
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Train-Vehicle Crashes at Highway-Rail Crossing
1992 to 2001
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Figure 1-1
Train-Vehicle Collisions

An improved higher level of warning uses flashing lights, or flashing lights and gates. This is
Aactive@ warning. Where flashing lights are used, the motorist must stop, and then proceed only
if an approaching train does not represent an immediate hazard.
Crossing gates are employed to ensure that a motorist does not cross the tracks until the train has
passed. With active crossings, an approaching train upon reaching a specific point on the tracks
triggers the crossing mechanism and the lights begin flashing. Where gates are employed, they
should begin descending 3 seconds after the lights begin to flash. Gate descent times of 10 to 15
seconds are recommended. Total time from start to complete closure would range from 13 to 18
seconds. In Mundelein, the first gate movement was detected 5 seconds after the lights began
flashing. Closure then took between 7 and 8 seconds for a total of 12 to 13 seconds at which
point the gates were considered completely closed. Activation occurs whenever the train is a
fixed distance or time from the crossing. Mundelein has constant-time activation. Here, the
gates start closing approximately 36 seconds before the train arrival regardless of train speed.
Because the speed is computed some distance from the crossing, a decelerating train may cause
the gates to be closed for longer than 36 seconds before train arrival. An accelerating train will
arrive slightly sooner.
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The legal requirements for obeying gate operations differs slightly from those for other forms of
crossing warning systems. According to National Committee on Uniform Traffic Laws and
Ordinances (NCUTLCO), and mirrored closely in the Illinois Statutes - ILCS 625 11/1201b:
Ano persons shall drive any vehicle through, around or under any crossing gate
or barrier at a railroad crossing while such barrier is closed or being opened or
closed.@ '11-701(b) (p. 144) (NCUTLCO 2000)1
Therefore, any time a motorist drives under the closing gates, he or she is in violation of the law.
It is this violation along with the violation of driving around gates that is used as the evaluation
measure in this report. Violations of ascending gates are not part of the study. The train horn
here will have no bearing on motorist behavior. However, the Federal Railroad Administration
(FRA) proposed rules for Aquiet zones@ where the train horn can be silenced only considered
motorists driving around closed gates. Driving under descending or ascending gates was not part
of the “Swift Rail Development Act” or FRA rulemaking.
Approximately 20% of the crashes nationally over the past 10 years have occurred at gated
crossings. This percentage has been growing slowly, and in 2001 stood at 26.3% of all crashes.
However, during these same 10 years, more crossings have had gates installed. Train and traffic
volumes at gated crossings have increased, thereby increasing exposure. The injury rate at gated
crossings is 428 per 1,000 crashes which is 14% lower than for all types of crossings combined.
Also, given that gated crossings usually are placed where traffic volumes are higher, the rate of
crashes per one million crossing vehicles is substantially less than for other forms of crossing
warning systems.
To reinforce the meaning of the crossing warning devices, both passive and active, the train horn
indicates the presence of an arriving train. Procedures call for engineers to start sounding the
horn at the Awhistle post@ which, in Mundelein, is located one quarter mile from the crossing
(1,320 feet or 400 meters). The “grade crossing” horn sequence is two long, one short, and one
long blasts. The sequence starts between 15 and 20 seconds prior to arrival of the train at the
crossing depending upon train speed. Normally, the last note sounds as the train enters the
crossing. There are variations in horn usages. Some train engineers (and anecdotally it appears
to occur with longer trains), sound the horn over a much longer period, even starting before the
gates activate. Others, such as the commuter rail engineers, sound the horn much closer to the
crossing.
1

Section 11-701(a) requires a driver of a vehicle to stop before the crossing under circumstances
where a Aclearly visible electrical or mechanical signal gives warning...@ or a Arailroad train is plainly
visible and is in hazardous proximity...@ Some question has arisen as to whether section (a) is applicable
when section (b) specifically addresses crossing gates.
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The horn appears to have a different meaning dependent on the crossing. For the passive
crossing it serves notice that a train is present. Where only flashing lights are employed, the
horn reminds the motorist to remain stopped. For the gated crossings, because the gates already
signal the presence of a train, it reminds drivers to stay behind the gates.
Train Horns and the Automated Wayside Horn System
Crossing gates represent an effective means of preventing crashes at railroad-highway grade
crossings. Even though train-vehicle collisions at grade crossings have decreased by more than
60% in the past two decades, too often they continue to occur because drivers ignore the
warnings, even driving around closed gates. That collisions at gated crossings continue suggests
further preventive steps are possible. In two separate studies, (Coleman and Stewart 1990, and
FRA 1995) the Federal Railway Administration found that when train horns were sounded at
railroad-highway grade crossings, crashes decreased compared to when they were not sounded.
These findings led to the Swift Rail Development Act of 1994 and FRA proposed rule making
regarding sounding of train horns.
For years, many communities, especially in the Chicago area, have maintained local ordinances
prohibiting the sounding of train horns at gated crossings. However, the Swift Rail Development
Act of 1994, (USC 49 1994 section 20153) covering audible warnings at highway-rail grade
crossings, required the FRA to establish rules under which train horns could remain silent
(Appendix A displays text from the “Swift Rail Development Act” and selections from the FRA
rules related to quiet zones at gated crossings). Under those rules one of three criteria must be
met (Federal Register 2000):
1. Four-quadrant gates;
2. Non-mountable median barrier extending at least 100 feet from the tracks; or a
3. Camera system that takes a picture of violators and allows them to be cited by mail.
However, those persons living and working near the railroads view horn use as a deterioration of
their quality-of-life (Gent, Logan, and Evans 1999). The issues are exacerbated in urban areas
where many persons reside near railroads, and there are frequent train movements. Train horns
must be loud (a minimum of 96 decibels 100 feet from the horn) for their sound to carry at least
one quarter mile to the railroad crossings. However, the sound broadcasts up to 60 degrees to
the side as well as in the direction of the crossing (Keller and Rickley 1992). Especially during
quiet periods such as late evening, the horns are particularly offensive. In order to improve
quality-of-life, communities have created quiet zones wherein the railroad engineers do not
sound a horn except for emergency or unusual circumstances. Even where quiet zones have not
been established, municipal governments are searching for means to reduce or eliminate the train
horns. Changing grade crossing warning devices and structures to meet the proposed FRA
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standards or using automated grade crossing enforcement cameras is expensive.2 Road
construction budgets cannot afford to upgrade all crossings to meet the proposed standards. As a
result, options are sought that can ensure or improve the quality-of-life at a lower cost.
One such option is the wayside train horn,3 which has been implemented and tested in several
locations throughout the United States (Gering, Nebraska; Ames, Iowa; Los Angeles, California;
Richardson, Texas; and Parsons, Kansas). This device, which is mounted on the gate crossing
standards (or on poles near the standards), produces a train horn sound when the crossing gates
are activated (Figure 1-2). However, because the sound is directed down the roadway, it does
not create the large cone of noise generated by the approaching train-mounted horn. In Ames,
Iowa, noise levels in residential areas decreased more than 90% with no apparent change in
motorists= perception of the meaning of the warning (Gent, Logan, and Evans 1999). In Gering,
Nebraska, motorists were less likely to pass a descending gate (a violation of traffic law) when
the wayside horn was operational than when the train used its horn (Multer and Rapoza 1998).
Although, the number of motorists driving around the lowered gates did not change.
Any warning horn, whether train-mounted or wayside must deliver a loud enough signal to be
heard by an approaching motorist in time for that person to avoid a collision with a train. It also
must have sufficient volume to be heard over the ambient noise and within a soundproofed
vehicle (and excluding all other factors which affect the sound, e.g., temperature, precipitation,
wind, buildings, and vegetation). What is important in measuring sound, then, is how loud it is
under Atypical@ conditions when the sound reaches a given point along the roadway. What may
be loud at the source when the train is one quarter mile from the crossing, e.g., 96 decibels (dB)
100 feet from the train horn, may not be discerned by the motorist who is 500 feet from the
crossing. The motorist may become aware of the warning sound only when the train and vehicle
are closer.
Proposed Use of AWHS in Mundelein
The Village of Mundelein, Illinois (2000 population 28,518) installed wayside horns at all nine
crossings in or near the Village (see Table 1-1 for a brief description and Appendix B for a map
of the Village with the crossings noted). Of these nine, three - Allanson Road, Maple Street

2

In order to reduce costs associated with automatic enforcement, law enforcement agencies have been
turning to profit-making private organizations to operate the systems. Courts are finding such operations
to be invalid because they are enforcing laws without legal authority.
3
AWayside horn@ refers to a stationary, warning device mounted on a pole or railroad crossing warning
stanchion which sounds an audible warning at the time an approaching train triggers activation of the
railroad-highway crossing device. The wayside horn is directed down each approaching roadway leg.
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Figure 1-2
Automated Wayside Horn System Installation

(Illinois Route 176), and Hawley Street - were selected for the evaluation. The remaining
crossings were not selected because of construction, non-mountable barriers meeting FRA
requirements, or very low traffic volumes. Funds for the study came through the Illinois Unified
Work Program administered by the Illinois Department of Transportation. These funds require a
30% match. Three villages (Mundelein, Libertyville, and Vernon Hills) Lake County, the
Wisconsin Central Railroad (now the Canadian National Railroad), and the Illinois Department
of Transportation, District 1, each contributed to the match. The Illinois Commerce Commission
helped provide funds for the AWHS and the Wisconsin Central provided in-kind donations
assisting with installation of the horns and with connecting the cameras used for the evaluation.
The Northwestern University Center for Public Safety (NUCPS) was awarded a grant to conduct
the evaluation. This money covered the purchase and installation of recording equipment, and
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staff and professional time to read the videotapes and complete the analyses. Chapter 2
describes how the study was conducted and addresses the methodology used for evaluating the
effectiveness of the horns.

Table 1-1
Highway-Railroad Grade Crossings
Mundelein, Illinois
Street

ADT (average
daily traffic)

Lanes

15,037

2

55

Winchester Rd.

6,670

2

30/55

Dunbar Rd.

1,433

2

25

Painted line

11,500**

2

30

Painted line

763

2

30

Painted line

5,815

2***

30

Painted line

Allanson Rd*.

11,076

2

30

Short barrier curb

IL Route 60

35,500

4

40

Extended barrier curb

Butterfield Rd.

13,967

2

40

Extended barrier curb

Peterson Rd.

Maple Ave./IL
Route 176*
Park St.
Hawley St*

Speed
Limit

*
**

Median Treatment
Barrier curb
(under construction)

Study sites
Original ADT provided showed a count of 19,700 vehicles per day; the value of 11,500 comes from a
subsequent traffic count.
*** Width allows two lanes in each direction.
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Chapter 2
Conduct of the Study
The principal purpose of the study was to determine if wayside horns provide the same level of
crossing safety as the train horn. Changes in the number of violations observed at selected
crossings would serve as the primary measurement of safety. The hypothesis tested is that
drivers will commit no more violations when the wayside horns are in use than they did when
train horns were used. Supplementing the primary measure will be measures of the level of
warning sound heard,4 drivers’ perception of the warning sound, and observations of train
engineers to any change in apparent safety at the crossings.
In addition, if wayside horns provide a level of warning equivalent to the train horn, the use of
wayside horns then should show an improvement in the quality-of-life in the surrounding area.
For this portion of the evaluation, quality-of-life is defined by the noise level experienced by
persons living near railroad crossings. Both sound studies and a survey were used to identify
changes.
Tasks for the Study
The proposed study employed a traditional before/after structure. ABefore@ was the original
condition: the use of train horns. The “After” situation then represented the use of the automated
wayside horn system (AWHS). In between was a period of adaptation to permit people to
become familiar with the new system. Data were to be collected for three months in the before
and after portions with a three month adaptation period. Because of delay in horn installation,
the adaptation period was reduced to one month. The reduction was done to ensure that “after”
measures started in the spring where conditions for driving were similar to those found in the fall
when the “before” data were collected.
Six measures were used to satisfy both objectives: safety and quality-of-life. These were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Motorist violations of the crossing gates.
Sound levels at various distances along the roadway approaching the crossing.
Residents’ response to the sound levels.
Train engineers= perceptions of changes in safety at the crossings.
Motorists’ perceptions of the sufficiency of the warning.

4

Sound is measured as a level in decibels with many metrics including peak, maximum, and 50
percentile over the measurement period which can range from one second to many minutes.
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6. Sound levels surrounding the railroad crossings.
To reduce the number of times residents were approached, a single survey was produced which
included both questions on quality-of-life and on motorists’ perception of safety at the highwayrail crossings. Responses to and results of all of these measures are reported in the following
chapters.
Each of these measures has been used in previous studies of wayside horn use: Multer and
Rapoza (1998) in Gering, Nebraska, and Gent, Logan, and Evans (1999) in Ames, Iowa. The
Gering study was conducted specifically for the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) by the
John A. Volpe National Transportation Systems Center. Collection of violation data and sound
levels for this study, to the extent possible, followed the same procedures used by the Volpe
Center. Surveys of motorists, railroad engineers, and area residents were based on both the
Gering and Ames surveys, but tailored for this study site.
Six tasks were undertaken. The first was site preparation. Tasks 2 through 5 involve before and
after measures. Task 6 included report preparation: two interim reports and a final report on the
sound studies which have preceded this general final report.
Task1: Prepare the Sites
At each of the three sites (Figure 2-1), Allanson
Road, Hawley Street, and Maple Avenue
(Illinois Route 176), wood utility poles were
erected, and cameras and recording equipment
installed. Aldrich Electric, Inc. of Libertyville,
Illinois, installed the electrical elements
including poles and NEMA-type traffic
controller boxes to house the recorders and
other electrical equipment. The Canadian
National Railroad (then the Wisconsin Central
Railroad) provided connections to dry relays
which were activated when the crossing signals
were activated. Finally, ProTech Security of
South Holland, Illinois, provided the cameras
and recording equipment, along with their
installation. The Village of Mundelein later
assisted with making some minor camera
adjustments.

Figure 2-1
Camera Locations

To comply with railroad rules, the utility poles were located a minimum of 25 feet from the
centerline of the nearest tracks, but within railroad or municipal right-of-way. The poles also
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were located approximately 15 feet from the edge line of the roadway. These poles (see picture
as Figure 2-2) allowed a camera to be mounted 25 feet above the tracks so that the field of view
covered the entire crossing.

Figure 2-2
Camera Installation at Allanson Road

Also visible in Figure 2-2 is the NEMA-type traffic signal controller boxes. These also were
installed by Aldrich Electric with 110 volt, surge-protected outlets and non-energized wiring
from the Canadian National relays located in their gate control sheds (seen directly behind the
camera mounting pole).
Computar FC62C, black and white cameras were mounted in heated housings. Attached to the
cameras were Computar, Varifocal Auto Iris, 3.5 to 8.0 mm focal length lens (Figure 2-3). What
was discovered after installation was that if the cameras were aimed such that they had some sky
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Figure 2-3
Camera and Videotape Setups

in the view, they obtained enough ambient light to remain in focus during the night time. At
Allanson Road, because of restrictions in placement of the pole and a higher mounted camera,
the lens could not be widened enough to capture some sky. As a result, between dusk and dawn
the pictures were not as clear as the other sites. This did not, however, affect the ability to read
the videotape made from this camera.
Videotaping was done on a Sanyo, SRT-6000 recorder (also shown in Figure 2-3). This unit
allows control of taping from an external trigger. The closing of the relay inside the railroad
signal shed provided the activation.
Variations in recording length are possible. It can record for periods between 20 seconds and 5
minutes, or until the relay reopens. A one-minute time was used which matched that used by the
Volpe Center. Most trains are expected to reach the crossing within those 60 seconds. In
Mundelein, the gates open after being closed for 60 seconds with no further train movement
detected, such as when a train is stopped at the station. There were a few cases where a train
may not have reached the crossing in those 60 seconds. A special sampling at Allanson Road
showed that about 5 percent of the gate activations without a train arriving within 60 seconds did
have an arrival after 60 seconds (a mean time of approximately 80 seconds). The remainder of
the “no train” closings could be considered Afalse activations.@
The recorders provided for three recording speeds, normal (8 hours for the 8-hour tapes used),
three times the speed or 24 hours, and 5 times the speed or 40 hours. While the longer recording
times would have used fewer tapes, viewing would have required purchasing an additional
recorder. Using the standard recording speed allowed tapes to be viewed on any VHS player.
During the more than six months of recording, none of the recorders failed. There were four
instances when the tape recorder was triggered on but failed to stop after 60 seconds of
Northwestern University Center for Public Safety
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recording. As a result, those tapes contained up to eight continuous hours of video whether a
train was present or not. Twenty-three days of recording were lost - 8 at Allanson, 5 at Hawley,
and 10 at Maple. Further, for 17 days, the taping trigger from the Canadian National relay wire
at Allanson Road loosened. The tape recorder did not activate on most of those days. The only
other potential drawback was that unless the recorders recently had been activated, warm-up
time was approximately four seconds with the taping starting 5 seconds after the gates were
activated. In all cases, any vehicle movements were recorded from the moment that the gates
started to descend. The interval not recorded only was when the red, flashing warning lights on
the gate standards were activated. However, crossing the tracks during this initial period is no
different than crossing an intersection on a yellow light.
NUCPS also updated the vehicle counts at the three crossings. The results from these counts
appear in the next chapter.
Task 2: Determine the Change in Crossing Violations
Drivers are considered to be taking risks when they attempt to cross the tracks after the crossing
gates start to descend. This action was measured by viewing videotapes made at each crossing
during the period the gates were activated. Even though Illinois law is specific on when a
violation occurs, violators were divided into two classes (following the example of Multer and
Rapoza 1998):
a. Technical violation where the driver crosses the tracks after the gates start to descend
but before the gate has been lowered sufficiently to block the vehicle’s passage (drivers
may not always realize that crossing while the gate is being lowered is a violation). This
was labeled a AType 1" violation. Except for traffic backed up from an intersection
where the violator cannot move off the tracks, this act poses little danger to the motorists
from trains. (Even where trains are stopped prior to the crossing, they must wait until
the gates are completely closed. They then accelerate very slowly.) However, a driver
can damage or break the crossing gate which requires immediate attention from the
railroad and is costly to repair.
b. Deliberate violation in which the driver either drives through or around the lowered gate.
These are AType 2" violations. This violation also occurs when motorists stop on tracks
as a result of traffic backup and fail to move when the gates descend. When a train is
approaching, a driver committing this violation places the occupants of the vehicle in
jeopardy.
In Gering, there were 83, Type 1 and 22, Type 2 violations over a three-month period (Multer
and Rapoza 1998). However, some of the deliberate violations occurred because of crossing
signal failure or when motorists were directed across the tracks by flaggers.
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Recorders were serviced, initially, every four days. However, the use of 8-hour tapes and
approximately 40 train movements per day allowed servicing to occur approximately every 12
days. The only time this extended period affected data collection was the few times, noted
earlier, when the tape recorders failed to shut off, and on two occasions where as many as 75
false activations in succession used up the tape before the planned tape change date (in both
latter cases, less than 24 hours of recording time were lost). Although not included in this study,
the videotapes could also allow review of pedestrian and bicycle behavior at the crossings.
Task 3: Measuring Loudness and Sound Composition of the Train and Wayside Horns
The methodology for evaluating the effectiveness of the wayside horn assesses the loudness of
both the train horns and wayside horns as recorded at selected distances from a crossing. A
number of metrics were used to address the loudness, most important of which was the
“equivalent continuous sound level” (Leq) over one-second intervals (see Thunder, Raub, and
Lucke 2002 for a more thorough discussion of sound measurement). In addition, the loudness is
addressed at different frequencies (“third-octave”). This allowed an assessment of sound as
potentially heard by the motorists using the crossing. Acoustics Associates, Ltd. of Palatine,
Illinois, performed the sound measurements and analyses. A summary of their analyses appears
in Chapter 5.
For the sound measurements, the Hawley Street crossing was selected because of its location
downtown near reflective buildings and residential properties. The second site at the Winchester
Road crossing was selected because of its location away from reflective buildings and was more
distant from residential properties.
At each location, two monitoring stations were used. The first one was at 110 feet (33 meters)
from the centerline of the crossing while the second location was 300 feet (91 meters) from the
crossing. Both sides of the crossing were sampled. Because of the variability of train movement
and horn sounding, it was necessary to set up the two stations to record sound levels in a
synchronized and simultaneous manner. To ensure the train horn sounds were fully captured
with an adequate amount of pre- and post-signal time, levels were continuously sampled for
periods up to 4 hours. Recordings were made using Brüel and Kjaer precision sound level meters
mounted to a tripod and connected to digital audio tape (DAT) recorders. The photo shown as
Figure 2-4 is a typical set up along the highway.
Distances from the crossing were selected because they reflect two points at which the motorist
is aware of the crossing and must make decisions. According to the Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices (MUTCD 2000), a railroad crossing warning sign is placed at a distance back
from the crossing dependent upon the posted speed limit. For the 30 mph (50 km/h) limit in
Mundelein, that distance is 300 (91 meters) feet. The 110 feet (33 meters) represents the spot of
last chance, or the last point at which a motorist can see a hazard, react, and stop in time to
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Figure 2-4
Sound Recording Setup for Crossing

prevent collision with that hazard. The distance increases with speed; 110 feet (33 meters) are
needed at 30 mph (50 km/h).
Data sampling for the locomotive horns were made on the morning of Wednesday, December 5,
2001, for the Hawley Street location and in the afternoon of Wednesday, December 5, 2001, for
the Winchester Road location. Data sampling for the wayside horns were made on the afternoon
of Friday, May 24, 2002, for Winchester Road, and the morning of Thursday, June 6, 2002, for
the Hawley Street location.
The sound level data recorded to the DAT were transferred directly to a computer for software
processing to generate plotted spectral and time-history graphs. The plots were used to reduce
the data for tabulation and comparison.
Tasks 4: Measuring the Quality-of-life
Residential sound levels. An important issue raised in the Ames study and echoed by Mundelein
officials, is how the quality-of-life of persons living and working near the railroad crossings is
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affected by train horns. Although complaints increase during warmer periods when windows are
opened, those living or working near the tracks can face excessive noise 24 hours a day
throughout the year. The train horns can be so loud as to make conversation or listening to radio
or television impractical. Persons suffer from interrupted sleep. For this section of the
evaluation, two sets of measures were employed: sound levels at various distances from the
railroad, and perception of the Mundelein residents who live near the crossings.
The project team measured sound levels over 24-hour periods at nine locations throughout
Mundelein. These measures were made during the period when train horns were used and again
after the wayside horns were placed in service. A picture of the outdoor sound measurement
setup appears as Figure 2-5. A map showing all of the residential locations appears in Appendix
D. It included the use of a Quest 2900 Integrating/Logging Sound Level Meter with data
downloaded to a laptop computer for processing. The Mundelein Village Administration
contacted nine residents located 500 or 1,500 feet (152 or 456 meters) from the segments on the
railroad where train horns normally would be sounded. NUCPS provided the maps used to
identify streets which fell within these two distance contours based on the location of the whistle
post. The tenth sound monitoring location was the Mundelein Village Hall which was located
approximately 440 feet from the Hawley Street crossing.5
Comparisons included the Leq and sound exposure level (SEL) which represents the effect of a
given level of sound over a longer period, e.g., the length of time a train horn or wayside horn is
heard. With SEL, a sound at 60 decibels for 10 seconds is equivalent to a sound of 70 decibels
lasting one second. In addition, the sounds were plotted as contours on a map of Mundelein.
The areas of each contour were measured and compared between the two horn systems.
Findings from this part of Task 4 appear in Chapter 5.
Residents response to the sounds. Surveys were sent to a sample of residents in the Village. The
survey, which is shown in Appendix E, was distributed to 1,250 residences based on a list from
the Village for mailing vehicle tax notices. The village provided approximately 2,000 names
selected at random, along with the mailing labels. NUCPS selected the sheets of labels at
random.
The survey asked residents how they viewed the new horn system compared to the train horns.
Several questions also were directed toward the residents’ views of changes in crossing safety.
The summary of findings appears in Chapter 4 along with the survey of railroad engineers.

5 An ongoing problem had been train horns were disruptive to public meetings held in the Village Hall.
Mundelein officials hoped that the wayside horn would reduce the disruption.
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Figure 2-5
Outdoor Sound Measuring Equipment

Task 5: Observed Change in Driver Behavior from the Engineer=s View
A survey was distributed to engineers from both the freight railroad (Canadian National) and
commuter rail (Metra). This survey was modeled after the one used in Ames, Iowa. It asked the
engineers how they perceived the crossing safety before and after the wayside horns were
installed. Appendix E contains the survey instrument. Chapter 4 contains the responses to these
surveys.
One difficulty found by using an intermediate distributor for the surveys, the railroads, was the
inability for the research team to provide direct follow up. Even with repeated requests, the
number of responses was relatively few.
Task 6: Prepare Reports
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NUCPS prepared and distributed two interim reports based on data gathered during the before
phase. One report addressed the residential sound studies. The other presented initial analysis of
motorists’ violations from the operation of the train horns. There also is a separate final report
covering the sound studies.
Traffic Counts
As part of the project, NUCPS, with assistance from the Village of Mundelein conducted traffic
counts at Allanson Road, Hawley Street, and Maple Avenue. These counts were made with
NuMetrics NC97A counters and covered a five-day period. Each covered a weekend, a Monday
and Friday and one other day. The two missing days were computed to provide a weekly value.
In addition to the traffic count, the NuMetrics counters collect speed and classification data.
Table 2-1 provides a summary of the counts, speed, and classification data. The volumes for
Hawley and Allanson were slightly more than what had been used for the proposal. Maple
Avenue volumes were substantially lower. Maple Street was expected to show an Average
Daily Travel (ADT) of 19,000. Instead, the ADT of 11,300 placed it below Allanson with its
ADT of 12,900 vehicles. The values shown in the table were used in the analysis of crossing
violations in the next chapter. In addition, trucks represent approximately 18% of the volume on
Allanson Road, 7 % on Hawley and 16% on Maple.
Table 2-1
Traffic Volumes and Speeds at Three Crossings Used for Violation Recording

Crossing
Allanson Road
Hawley Street
Maple Avenue

Crossing
Allanson Road
Hawley Street
Maple Avenue

Traffic Counts
Average Traffic Volumes
Daily (ADT)
Weekday Weekend
12,856
14,372
11,468
7,400
8,087
7,987
11,267
12,217
11,571

Peak
15 Minutes
516
201
262

Hour
1,778
681
921

Traffic Speeds
Eastbound Speeds
Westbound Speeds
Maximum
Average 85th %tile
Average
85th %tile
Speed
25.3
32.5
22.5
30.8
60.5
25.1
35.3
24.0
32.0
42.0
27.3
36.2
25.5
39.1
60.5
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Percent
Trucks
17.6%
16.1%
7.1%

The highest peak 15 minutes and peak hour volumes occur in the evening on Allanson. With
1,778 vehicles per hour, the peak hour on Allanson is almost twice that of Maple and three times
that of Hawley. All of the peak periods occur in the evening and represent westbound travel.
Even though all three roadways are marked with a 30 mph (50 km/h) speed limit, the average
speed on each is less than the speed limit.6 Eastbound Maple Avenue, with an average of 27.3
mph, has the highest average speed of the three roads. The 85th percentile shows greater
variations among the roadways, again with Maple being the highest at 39.1 mph westbound.
Eastbound Hawley and Maple have similar 85th percentile speeds. The 85th percentile speed on
Allanson is the closest to its average speed. Charts showing the distribution in volumes by hour
of the day and day of the week appear as Appendix F.
Train Horns and Arrivals
Time from Gate Activation Until Train Horn Sounds
The time the horn sounds and proximity of the train once the gates have fully descended also
should make a difference in whether or not motorists elect to drive around a gate. That trainvehicle crashes decreased at gated highway-rail grade crossings in Florida once the train horns
were reactivated clearly supports this hypothesis (Coleman and Stewart 1990). From the time
when the crossing signals activate, i.e., the warning lights begin to flash, until the gates
completely close is 12 seconds (5 seconds warning and 7 seconds descent) at Allanson Road and
Hawley Street. It is 13 seconds at Maple Avenue (Illinois Route 176) where the gate descent
averages 8 seconds. A horn heard at the time the gates are descending should limit Type 1
violations (driving under descending gates). Once the gates have descended, the horn would
serve to deter Type 2 violations. From the videotapes, the time from activation until the horn
sounds and the train arrives was recorded and analyzed.
According to the Canadian National, engineers are instructed to blow the train horn starting at
the whistle post which is one-quarter mile (400 meters) from the crossing. For a train traveling
at 50 mph (82 km/h), which is the freight speed limit, this means that the horn should be heard
starting approximately 18 seconds before the train reaches the crossing. Metra engineers appear
to sound their horns later than freight engineers. This probably occurs because the Metra trains
are moving more slowly, either accelerating from or decelerating to the station south of Hawley
Street. Microphones attached to the tape recorders allowed a sampling of train horn use to
provide timing data on when the horn first was heard.

6

The average speed is somewhat deceptive in that it would include times when traffic is not moving
because the gates are closed. The 85th percentile is a more appropriate measure.
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Table 2-2 shows the average and deviation of the train horn times from the time when the gates
are activated. The frequency by second after activation appears graphically in Figure 2-6
(graphs for the individual crossings appear as Appendix G). While the averages are close to the
estimated 18 seconds, the deviation southbound is especially large. Southbound arrivals at
Hawley Street account for most of the deviation. Gates at Hawley start closing shortly after
those for Park Street, 800 feet north. Distinguishing the train horn for Park Street from that for
Hawley often was difficult and probably accounts for much of the deviation. Of the 39
occurrences where the horn first sounded before the gates were completely descended
southbound, 29 occurred at Hawley Street. In more than 90% of all observations, the train horn
first was heard after the gates had descended fully. Therefore, it appears that the action of the
warning lights and gate movement serves as the primary deterrent to Type 1 violations.

Table 2-2
Average Time for First Train Horn
After Gates Activated
Time in Seconds
N
Mean
169
18.8
143
21.0
119
18.4
68
26.8
45
19.1
38
30.4

All Northbound
All Southbound
NB Freight
SB Freight
NB Metra
SB Metra

NB Freight
SB Freight
NB Metra
SB Metra

Allanson
Mean
22.3
20.8
16.6
21.0

Hawley
Mean
16.9
13.9
18.0
15.3

s.d.
8.6
9.1
8.0
10.0

s.d.
6.7
9.4
3.1
9.1

s.d.
8.3
12.5
8.2
2.5
7.9
13.6
Maple
Mean
18.7
22.8
21.4
42.6

s.d.
10.1
9.6
11.6
4.4

As shown in the above table, the time from gate activation until the first train horn sounded
varied significantly among the crossings and by the type of train. As was expected, Metra
engineers sound the horn slightly later, especially for southbound movements. The difference
southbound for Metra at Maple was extreme and cannot be explained. Only six measures were
available for Metra at this crossing which may have skewed the results.
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Figure 2-6
Distribution of First Train Horn in Seconds after Gate Activation
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30

Time from Activation Until Train Arrives
Many of the differences in train arrivals after activation are statistically significant. For freight
movements, with the exception of Maple Avenue (Illinois Route 176), trains arrive at the
crossing between 36 and 39 seconds after the crossing warning lights have started. At the posted
limit of 50 mph (82 km/h), means that the signals activate when the train is approximately 0.5
miles (800 meters) away. For Metra operations, the difference between northbound and
southbound trains is even more pronounced, 26 and 50 seconds. With the exception of the
southbound Metra at Maple, the commuter trains arrive on the average of six seconds sooner
than the freight trains (see Table 2-3). Figure 2-7 shows the distributions of arrivals in seconds.
Those that are close to the time the gates complete their descent are trains that had just started to
accelerate from a stop or were performing switching adjacent to the crossing (at Maple Avenue).
Their forward speed is so slow that they could be stopped in time if a motorist were to cross the
tracks after the gates were completely closed. Appendix G shows the time taken for train arrival
at each of the crossings.
Regardless, the shortest arrival time, which is for northbound Metra at Maple, at 26 seconds,
occurs 13 seconds after the gates complete their descent. Therefore, a motorist committing a
Type 1 violation, at the most has done so at least 13 seconds prior to arrival of the train and up to
37 seconds prior to that arrival.
Table 2-3
Average Time of Train Arrival
After Gates Activated

All Northbound
All Southbound
NB Freight
SB Freight
NB Metra
SB Metra

NB Freight
SB Freight
NB Metra
SB Metra

Allanson
Mean
38.3
39.1
26.8
33.4

s.d.
9.9
9.2
13.0
33.0

Time in Seconds
N
Mean
279
32.8
271
38.6
206
34.7
103
17.7
68
26.8
80
37.7

s.d.
8.5
8.6
8.6
10.2
2.5
10.5

Hawley
Mean
35.7
37.5
27.2
32.2

Maple
Mean
30.1
40.1
26.2
29.0

s.d.
6.4
6.2
1.8
4.2
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s.d.
7.7
7.4
2.9
10.4
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Figure 2-7
Distribution of Train Arrivals in Seconds after Gate Activation
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Chapter 3
Evaluation of Changes in Crossing Violations
Gate Closings
After the automated wayside horn system (AWHS) went into operation, violations at the three
highway-rail crossings under study decreased 68%. This section analyzes the approximately
19,500 gate activations at Maple Avenue (Illinois Route 176), Hawley Street, and Allanson Road
videotaped in the fall of 2001 and spring of 2002 (before and after periods).
From the period September 8 through December 20, 2001, 10,392 gate activations were recorded on
videotape at the three crossings. During the second period of observations, April 12 through July
16, 2002, 9,112 activations were recorded. As shown in Table 3-1, the highest number of activations
in the “before” (or train horn) period occurred at Allanson Road with 3,915 closures and the lowest
at Maple Avenue (Illinois Route 176) with 2,868. When adjusted for number of recording days at
each location, Allanson had the highest rate of 39.0 closings per day and Maple the lowest with an
average of 33.9. Hawley Street averaged 35.9 daily closings. Not all of these closings represented
the arrival of a train. The issue of closures without train arrivals is discussed separately.
Table 3-1
Mundelein, Illinois Railroad Crossing Study
Gate Activations at Selected Highway-Rail Crossings
Average
Period

Daily

Study

Gate

Closings

Closings/

Traffic (ADT)

Days

Closings

/Day

1,000 ADT

12,856

100.5

3,915

39.0

3.0

7,400

100.5

3,609

35.9

4.9

Maple Ave/IL 176

11,267

84.5

2,868

33.9

3.0

Total

31,523

285.5

10,392

36.4

3.5

Allanson Rd

12,856

61.5

2,357

38.3

3.0

7,400

103.5

3,646

35.2

4.8

Maple Ave/IL 176

11,267

90.5

3,109

34.4

3.0

Total

31,523

255.5

9,112

35.7

3.4

Location
Allanson Rd

Before
2001

After*
2002

Hawley St

Hawley St

* Includes 84 activations where train horn also heard and 330 activations with railroad work in progress.
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During the approximately three months that data recordings were made once motorists became
acclimated to the AWHS, the highest number of recorded closings was at Hawley and the lowest
at Allanson. When adjusted for recording days (the fewest days of videotaping were at
Allanson), the rates of closings per day changed very little from the before period. Allanson
Road had the highest rate of 38.3 per day, and Maple had the lowest with 34.4 per day. The
decrease in the daily average for all three crossings was 0.8. This difference is not significant.
Based on exposure, motorists on Hawley Street were more likely to face a gate closure than at
the other two crossings. The rate at Hawley was 4.9 closings per 1,000 average daily travel
(ADT) compared to 3.0 per 1,000 for the other two roads. The rate dropped slightly to 4.8 at
Hawley in the after period, but remained 3.0 per 1,000 ADT at the other two roads. These values
are daily averages. The rates at night would be much higher because of the very low traffic
volumes on all three roadways.
The number of gate activations by hour of the day ranged from 2.3% to 6.0% of the daily total
closings for each of the 24 hours (refer to Appendix G). However, there were two, 3-hour
periods where gate closures represented more than 15% percent of the daily total. The first was
from 12:00 noon to 2:59 p.m. (15.1%), and again from 6:00 p.m. through 8:59 p.m. (17.4%).
Violations Observed on the Videotapes
All Gate Violations
A total of 367 violations were counted during the period train horns were in use. Only 97
violations were recorded once the wayside horns were in operation.7 Of the violations with train
horns in use, 358 were Type 1 (driving under a descending gate). With the wayside horns 93
Type 1 violations occurred. A combined total of 13 drivers in both periods went around the gate
(Type 2), as discussed separately. Type 1 violations ranged from six seconds after the start of
the warning period (which lasts 5 seconds for each crossing) to 11 seconds (gate completes its
descent in approximately 12 seconds). In one case at the Allanson Road crossing, during the
Abefore@ period a descending gate bounced along the flatbed trailer of a crossing truck which had
started to cross after the gates had started closing. Nothing similar appeared in the Aafter@ period.
As shown in Table 3-2, the average rate of violations when train horns were in use was 3.53 per
100 gate closings. This decreased 68% to 1.12 per 100 closings with the AWHS. The decrease
is statistically significant at the 0.001 level based on a chi square test. In Table 3-2 the gate
closing basis was adjusted for those instances where the engineer blew the train horn (84 times),

7

This excludes 3, Type 1 violations that occurred when the engineer was blowing the train horn.
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and an additional 330 activations where railroad workers were around the gates, and in many
case controlling traffic.
Table 3-2
Type 1 Gate Violations at Selected Highway-Rail Crossings
Average
Period

Daily

Gate

Traffic (ADT)

Closings

Number

12,856

3,915

144

3.68

11.1

7,400

3,609

156

4.32

21.0

Maple Ave/IL 176

11,267

2,868

67

2.34

7.0

Total

31,523

10,392

367

3.53

12.2

Allanson Rd

12,856

2,208

26

1.18

3.3

7,400

3,575

50

1.40

6.5

11,267

2,900

21

0.72

2.1

31,523

8,683

97

1.12

3.6

Location
Allanson Rd

Before
2001

All Violations

Hawley St

After** Hawley St
2002
Maple Ave/IL 176
Total

Per 100

Per

Closings 100,000 ADT

Distribution of violations among the three crossings is similar; chi square test of differences of
0.16, ns. Differences in rates before and after significant at the 0.001 level.
* Excludes 3 violations when the engineer used the train horn in the after period.
** Gate activations exclude 414 activations: 84 where engineer used horn and 330 where railroad work in
progress.

In the before period, violations ranged from a high of 4.32 per 100 closings at Hawley Street
(156 violations for 3,609 closings) to a low of 2.34 per 100 closings at Maple Avenue. On the
basis of 100,000 ADT (HTDT), violations ranged from a high of 21.0 per HTDT at Hawley to a
low of 7.0 per HTDT at Maple Avenue. No significant differences appeared in the frequency of
violations whether vehicles were heading west or east (all crossings are on east-west roadways).
After the AWHS went into operation, Hawley Street continued to have the most violations at a
rate of 1.40 per 100 closings (50 violations for 3,575 closings) to 0.72 at Maple Avenue. All of
these decreases are statistically significant at the 0.001 level. The violation rates per HTDT also
decreased by a factor of three at all of the crossings.
Type 1 Violations
Of the 358 violations recorded when train horns were in use, more than 90% occurred between
6:01 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. (Table 3-3). Between 12:01 and 3:00 p.m., 30% of all violations
occurred. The other 60% were spread in the remaining 3-hour groups from 6:01 a.m. to 9:00
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p.m. Appendix G shows the violations per hour. Because only 15.8% of gate activations
occurred during the three hours between noon and 3:00 p.m., this period is significantly over
represented with violations. Without a thorough study of persons who are detected violating the
crossing laws, no inferences can be drawn as to why this noon and early afternoon period had
such a high percentage of violations.
Table 3-3
Type 1 Violations by 3-Hour Grouping
Train Horn

Wayside Horn
Percent of

Hour

Percent of

Allanson

Hawley

Maple

Violations

Allanson

Hawley

Maple

Violations

00:01 - 03:00

3

0

1

1.1%

0

0

0

0.0%

03:01 - 06:00

8

0

0

2.2%

0

0

0

0.0%

06:01 - 09:00

29

10

9

13.4%

3

4

5

12.6%

09:01 - 12:00

21

21

12

15.1%

4

8

5

17.9%

12:01 - 15:00

48

40

18

29.6%

7

7

4

18.9%

15:01 - 18:00

13

40

9

17.3%

4

12

1

17.9%

18:01 - 21:00

16

34

8

16.2%

7

17

1

26.3%

21:01 - 24:00

6

7

5

5.0%

1

2

3

6.3%

144

152

62

100.0%

26

50

19

100.0%

Total

Hawley Street, while not having the highest frequency of violations in any three-hour group (this
occurred on Allanson Road between noon and 2:59 p.m.), exceeds 30 violations per three-hour
period over a 9-hour period starting at noon. Many of these violations may be encouraged by the
double activation of the gates each time a northbound Metra commuter train arrives at the station
just south of Hawley. When the train arrives at the station, the gates at Hawley descend and
remain closed for 60 seconds before ascending. Between 20 to 40 seconds later when the train
leaves the station, the gates descend again. Often vehicles in the queue drive under the
descending gates so as not to be further delayed.
Even if the violations linked to northbound Metra movements were eliminated, Hawley Street
still would be experiencing a high rate of Type 1 violations. The violation rates among the three
crossings differ significantly (difference is statistically significant at the 0.01 level based on a chi
square test). There are no apparent reasons for these differences. Further study is needed, even
to the extent of surveying violators to seek reasons for the differences in behavior.
Type 2 Gate Violations
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A total of 13 instances of motorists driving around the gates were recorded. Nine occurred
during the time the train horn was in use, and four occurred when the AWHS was operating.
Table 3-4 describes all instances. In the fall (train horn), four of the Type 2 violations occurred
at Hawley Street and five at Maple Avenue. Two occurred at each of these two roadways during
the spring (wayside horn). None occurred on Allanson Road.8
Approximately one-half the violations happened when no train arrived, and the other half when a
train was present. On July 4, a driver cleared the tracks just 6 seconds before an inter-modal,
southbound freight arrived (their speed limit is 60 mph). The engineer also was blowing the
train horn. The longest gap was 25 seconds between the crossing and train arrival on both
Hawley (November 4, 2001) and Maple (December 1). On the average, 17 seconds separated
the vehicle from the train. At 50 mph, a train would just have passed the whistle post; therefore,
the violating motorist might not yet have heard a train horn.
A review of Table 3-4 shows that four of the six violations occurred when the northbound
commuter train was at the station. A driver traveling in either direction can see the train and tell
that it is not moving. The driver would not perceive a danger; however, the line is doubletracked at this point, and southbound movement is possible. Another two of the violations on
Maple Avenue occurred on September 30, 2001 at 09:27 a.m. when two motorists drove around
a queue of traffic that had been stopped for malfunctioning gates.
Activations Without a Train Present
The term Afalse activations@ has been used in the literature to indicate gate closures without a
train reaching the crossing. However, this term gives the impression that the gates have
malfunctioned. As this study shows, there are a number of reasons why gates activate and no

On November 15, 2002, a northbound Metra commuter train traveling approximately 40 mph
struck and killed the driver of a westbound vehicle at the Allanson Road crossing. However, witnesses
testified that the woman not only had run a red traffic signal approximately one-half mile prior to the
crossing but also was driving on the wrong side of the median barrier when she attempted to cross in front
of the train. The passenger vehicle struck the train just behind the front end of the locomotive.
According to the reports, the engineer had almost no time to detect the violation and apply the brakes. At
the time of the crash the gates were down, lights flashing, and the wayside horn functioning correctly.
Her measured blood alcohol content (BAC) was 0.18, well above the legal limit of 0.08.

8
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Table 3-4
Summary of Type 2 Violations (Drive Around Gates)
Horn
Location

Date

Time Type

Vehicle

Seconds After Activation

Direction

Violation

Train Notes

Hawley St

11/2/01

2246

Train

E

21

35

Hawley St

11/4/01

1131

Train

E

17

42

Hawley St

11/6/01

2018

Train

E

34

**

Train at Mundelein station

Hawley St

12/4/01

1424

Train

E

38

**

Train at Mundelein station

Hawley St

4/17/02

1945 Wayside

W

29

**

Train at Mundelein station

Hawley St

7/9/02

1859 Wayside

W

32

**

44

**

60

**

Train at Mundelein station
Multiple false activations 2 drivers finally went
around stopped traffic and
around the gates
N/B train stopped at
Hawley had activated
gates

Maple Ave/ IL 176

9/30/01

927

Train

W

Maple Ave/ IL 176

10/15/01

2316

Train

W

60

**

Maple Ave/ IL 176

10/2/01

120

Train

E

22

38

Maple Ave/ IL 176

12/1/01

1809

Train

W

16

41

Maple Ave/ IL 176

7/4/02

141 Wayside

E

23

29

Maple Ave/ IL 176

7/10/02

1806 Wayside

E

17

35

* First value is time in seconds until driver went around; 2nd is time in seconds when train arrived.
** False activation - no train arrived at crossing.

Engineer sounded horn
when driver started to
cross tracks

train appears. As a result, this report will use the term Ano train arrival@ to collectively describe
any of the following circumstances:
$

Unwarranted activation - the true Afalse activations@ where the gate activates because of
circuitry problems. The gates may remain closed or ascend after some period.

$

Switching - activations occur where freight cars are being switched and the switching
engine activates the circuit.

$

Waiting train - gates raise after 60 seconds of closure because the activating train is not
moving. This is typical of a train stopping at a station which is within the gate operation
block.

$

Delayed arrival - gate circuitry assumes a train arrival after a given number of seconds
either based on the actual speed or on an assumed speed over a fixed distance. However,
some trains which activated the gates are slowing so that they do not arrive within the
preset videotaping time of 60 seconds. A sampling was made at Allanson Road where
the tape ran 120 seconds instead of 60. It showed that for the 5% of the activations with
no train present in the first minute, a train arrived after 60 seconds. The range in arrival
times was 65 to 120 seconds after the initial gate activation.

Of the 19,174 closings (excluding the 330 where railroad track work was in progress), a train did
not arrive at the crossing within 60 seconds of activation or the gates descended and ascended
without a train arrival 2,494 times or a rate of 13.0 times per 100 closings. As shown in Table 35, both Hawley and Allanson experienced approximately the same rates of no-train activations,
with Maple having less than one-half that rate. All three locations had slight but not significant
increases during the spring of 2002 after the wayside horn became operational.
Allanson Road. Many of the activations at Allanson Road occur because of switching operations
north of the crossing, south at a materials handling plant, or from traffic being switched off the
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern (EJ&E) tracks which cross to the south. Occasionally, a southbound
freight halts 50 to 100 feet north of the crossing to wait for the single track to the south to clear.
When this happens, the gate closes for 60 seconds, but then reopens.
Hawley Street. Almost all of the activations where the gates descend with no train arrival at
Hawley result from either a northbound Metra at the station (five times daily each week day) or a
northbound freight waiting for the single track to the north to clear. In each case, the gates
remain closed for 60 seconds and then reopen. The three highest hours for Hawley Street as
shown in Table 3-6 also are the three hours when the Metra commuter trains stop.
Maple Avenue. Unlike the other two crossings, most of the “no train” situations at Maple
appeared to occur with false activations. For example, during one period of 70 minutes on
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September 30, 2001, the gates closed and opened 11 times. This was the time that two motorists
drove around the queue and then around the closed gates. A more extreme example of false
activations occurred on June 10, 2002, when from 1:27 a.m. to 2:12 a.m. there were 83 closings
Table 3-5
Activations with No Train Arrival
Average
Daily

Gate

Traffic (ADT)

Closings

Count

Closings

12,856

3,915

553

14.1

7,400

3,609

568

15.7

Maple Ave/IL 176

11,267

2,868

202

7.0

Total

31,523

10,392

1,323

12.7

Allanson Rd

12,856

2,212

317

14.3

7,400

3,261

570

17.5

Maple Ave/IL 176

11,267

2,599

187

7.2

Total

31,523

8,072

1,074

13.3

Period Location
Allanson Rd
Before Hawley St
2001

After* Hawley St
2002

No Train Arrival
Per 100

* Excludes times when railroad work in progress.

only one of which was for a train, which crossed at 1:33 a.m. In a few cases, no train arrived
within 60 seconds because it was moving slowly northbound apparently awaiting the clearance
of the tracks to the north.
Table 3-6 displays the three hours with the highest number of activations with no train arrival for
each of the crossings. At Hawley, the rate of no-train activations increased between the fall of 2001
(train horns in use) and the spring of 2002 (wayside horn). Moreover, except for Hawley Street, the
hours with the most frequent occurrences changed from the fall to the spring. In particular, the three
highest hours at Allanson Road during the spring covered the period from 7:00 through 9:00 p.m.
The importance to the project of these activations without a train is that motorists also do not see a
train although they hear what sounds like a train. According to private sources (Railroad Controls
Limited – e-mail), crossing violations were reviewed several years after the wayside horn study in
Gering, Nebraska. Even though the rate of false activations had not changed substantially, motorist
violations of the crossing laws had remained low. Some further discussion of false activations is
contained in Appendix C which contains a summary of issues and recommendations arising from
this study in Mundelein.
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Table 3-6
Activations with No Train Arrival - Three Highest Hours
Highest

2nd Highest

3rd Highest

Percent of

Period Crossing
Allanson Rd
Before
Hawley St
2001
Maple Ave

Hour
1100

Count
68

Hour
2000

Count
65

Hour
1200

Count
60

Activations
34.9%

1800

128

1900

87

1400

61

48.6%

1300

26

900

19

1200

15

29.7%

Allanson Rd
After
Hawley St
2002
Maple Ave

1900

31

1900

26

2100/0600

25/25

33.8%

1800

140

1400

79

1900

75

51.6%

1400

16

700

13

400

13

22.5%

Special Situations Occurring in Spring 2002
A number of somewhat unusual situations were videotaped during the spring of 2002. The one
which presented the greatest danger was when drivers stopped on the tracks in an apparent
response to the wayside horn sounding. The report on the sound analysis (Thunder, Raub, and
Lucke 2002), parts of which are summarized later in Chapter 5, indicated that the loud sound
from the wayside horn with no prior warning could cause persons to react unexpectedly. In this
case, if the driver was on the tracks, he or she might stop suddenly to ascertain if there was,
indeed, an immediate danger. The videotaping bore out this hypothesis on six occasions.
Table 3-7 summarizes 12 unusual events that occurred during the spring taping. The six times
motorists stopped on the tracks were; May 8, June 10, 11 (2 cases), July 12, and July 13. On two
of the six occasions, the drivers backed under the closing gate (on June 10, two drivers backed
together). When the drivers went forward, they generally cleared the tracks after the gates had
closed. In other words, in most cases, the drivers occupied the tracks for 12 or more seconds.
Two scenarios can be visualized, both of which could have serious consequences. In the first
scenario, the vehicle stalls when the drivers stops suddenly. He or she is then unable to get the
vehicle restarted. The second case is where a second driver who is following too closely causes
a rear-end collision, and one or both vehicles are too damaged to be moved. In each scenario, a
train traveling 50 mph (82 km/h) at the normal 35 seconds from the crossing would not be able
to stop in time to avoid a collision.
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Table 3-7
Special Situations Occurring in Spring 2002 (Wayside Horn)
Date

Time

Location

Event

5/08

13:08

Maple

Vehicle stopped on the tracks, then drove forward
approximately 8 seconds later

5/17

12:13

Hawley

Driver started to go around the closed gates, but the gates
ascended before he or she had an opportunity

5/21-5/22

20:04 06:58

Allanson

Master Horn Module failure; system shut down

5/23

16:24 20:23

Allanson

Horn malfunction

6/07

14:28

Maple

Pickup truck was on tracks because of traffic backup but was
able to move just before train arrived

6/10

08:18

Allanson

Two cars stop on tracks, driver of lead car starts to back up.
Both are able to back up and the lead vehicle just clears the
descending gate

6/11

09:08

Allanson

Car stopped on tracks and then backed up before gate
completely descended (no train arrived)

6/11

20:56

Allanson

Driver went under descending gate, stopped on tracks, then
continued after the gates were completely closed

6/13

08:34

Hawley

Truck tried to drive around descending gate, but stopped
when the gate ascended- 8 closures with no train between
08:15 and 08:44

6/27

01:27 02:12

Maple

82 closures, one train crossed at 01:33

7/12

14:36

Hawley

Truck stopped on tracks and proceeded forward after gates
had closed.

7/13

06:47

Allanson

Vehicle stopped on the tracks then proceeded forward after
the gates had closed.
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Chapter 4
Survey of Residents and Engineers
Two sets of surveys were distributed to examine opinions of the wayside horn use and its
perceived safety effectiveness. The respective surveys were administered to more than 1,250
Mundelein residents and to railroad engineers for both the Canadian National Railroad and
Metra Commuter Rail. A copy of both the residential survey and the engineer survey appear in
Appendix E. The work done in Gering, Nebraska, and Ames, Iowa was used as a model for each
survey. This chapter examines the returns from the residents and train engineers.
Residential Survey
Design of the Survey
Surveys were sent to 1,250 residents in Mundelein. The list used for addresses consisted of more
than 2,000 addresses drawn randomly by the Village Administration from the vehicle tax mailing
list. The survey population should have been representative of the Village as a whole. Some
persons would live near the railroad and others at some distance. NUCPS then selected two of
every three sheets and mailed the questionnaires along with return envelopes. Duplicate
addresses were eliminated. Of the 1,250 mailings, 89 or 7% were returned as undeliverable.
Responses were received from 229 persons or 18% of the population surveyed. The return rate
was slightly better than the typical expectation of a 10% to 15% return rate.
The survey had 16 questions, most of which had multiple parts. Questions 15 and 16 were
included to examine some of the demographic characteristics of the responders. The first five
questions asked about how residents viewed the wayside horn at home. Each asked how the
respondent perceived hearing the wayside horn in terms of frequency, loudness, annoyance, and
comparison of loudness and annoyance to the train horn. Responses were sought for periods of
daytime, evening, and night (11:00 p.m. until 7:00 a.m.). Question 6 examined how often the
wayside horn interferes with activities in which persons expect some quiet, and question 7 dealt
with steps taken to minimize the sound indoors. Questions 8 and 9 examined annoyance indoors,
out-of-doors, and in public places. Question 10 addressed more expensive actions to minimize
noise including moving. Question 11 compared the impact on life between the train and wayside
horns, and questions 12 and 13 asked opinions regarding apparent safety comparing the two
horns from the perspective of a motorist. Finally, question14 asked if the wayside horn volume
should be changed.
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The survey was distributed in September 2002, approximately 5 months after the wayside horns
had begun operation. By September, the residents should have become accustomed to the new
system.
Responses
Standard tabulations were performed from the 229 responses. These consisted of average and
distribution of responses. Table 4-1 summarizes the demographics of the respondents. Most,
59.8%, were between 41 and 65 years old, with 10% older than 65. Approximately 68% have
resided in their homes for five years or more. This latter value indicates that the respondents
have had a long experience with the train horns.

Table 4-1
Demographics of Respondents
Age Grouping
21 to 40
41 to 65
Over 65
Not Stated
Responses
Surveys Distributed
Return Percent

Years at Address
Number
62
137
23
7
229

Pct.
27.1%
59.8%
10.0%
3.1%
100.0%
1,250
18.3%

Less than 1 year
1 to 5 years
More than 5 years
Not Stated
Responses

Number
2
66
155
6
229

Pct.
0.9%
28.8%
67.7%
2.6%
100.0%

Wayside Horn. Questions 1 through 3 asked residents how they perceived the wayside horns in
terms of how often they heard them, their apparent loudness, and the degree of annoyance. None
of the responses asked for comparison to the train horns. Table 4-2 shows that for the entire day
(each question covered the three periods), approximately 4 of 10 indicated they never heard the
horns. On the other hand, 12% indicated they heard the horns often or all the time. Comments
by residents are summarized in Appendix I.
Eleven percent of the respondents found the horns moderately annoying and 6% very annoying.
As the comments indicate, some of the responses of “very” may, in part, be generated because
the wayside horn often sounds for more than 35 seconds at a constantly loud level. This would
not have occurred with trains. Slightly fewer residents indicated (Question 3) they found the
horn moderately or very annoying (12%). On the other hand, 72% did not find the horns
annoying at all.
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Table 4-2
How Residents View the Wayside Horn
Question-Response

Percent

Question 1 - Frequency of Hearing
Never
Occasionally
Often

40.3%
48.2%
11.5%

Question 2 – How loud
Not at all
Slightly
Moderately
Very

53.1%
30.7%
10.6%
5.6%

Question 3 - How annoying
Not at all
Slightly
Moderately or very

71.6%
16.9%
11.5%

Questions 6 and 7 (not shown in tables) asked residents about how wayside horns interfered with
activities and what steps they had taken to minimize the sound of these horns. Out of the six
activities listed, more than 95% indicated no effect except for sleeping and keeping windows
opened. For sleeping, 28% responded that “occasionally” the horns interfered. Twenty-three
percent indicated the horns occasionally interfered with keeping windows opened.
For Questions 8 and 9 (also not shown), residents were asked to compare how annoying the
horns were inside compared to outside. Approximately 68% responded Aneither.@ Nine percent
said the wayside horns were more annoying inside and 7% said they were more annoying out-ofdoors. In public places, approximately 14% responded that they found the wayside horn
moderately or even more annoying. This is approximately the same percentage (12%) who found
the wayside horn annoying indoors. On the other hand, 64% indicated the wayside horns were
not annoying. Finally, Question 10 asked if residents had taken or planned to take substantial
steps, including moving, to reduce the annoyance. Less than 6% either complained or
considered moving. Both of these percentages might decrease if changes were made in how long
the wayside horn is used, and even its volume.
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Comparing Train to Wayside Horns. Several questions asked residents to compare the wayside
horn to what they remembered about the train horn. Because some five months had passed from
the time train horns were last heard, there could be some changes in residents’ perceptions about
the train horns. Given this possible bias, as shown in Table 4-3, 88% found the wayside horns
either less loud not even noticeable (Question 4). A similar percentage, 89% responded to
Question 5 finding them less annoying. However, a small percentage, approximately 4% of
those responding, found the new horns louder and more annoying than the train horns. Again,
Appendix I provides the comments which indicate how some persons perceive the horns.

Table 4-3
Comparing the Wayside to Train Horn
Question-Response

Percent

Question 4 - Loudness Compared to Train Horn
Not noticeable
Less loud
Same
Louder

39.6%
47.9%
8.7%
3.7%

Question 5 - Annoyance Compared to Train
Horn
Not noticeable
Less annoying
Same
More annoying

50.5%
38.6%
6.8%
4.0%

A related Question, 11, asked about how residents viewed the overall impact of the wayside
horns compared to the train horns. They were asked to rank the impact of each type of horn
from very negative to very positive. Table 4-4 shows the substantial shift from 56% of the
respondents considering the train horns to having a negative impact to 10% indicating the
wayside horn had a negative impact. Overall, respondents rated a very positive effect from the
wayside horn to train horn in the magnitude of 9 to 1.
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Table 4-4
Overall Impact of Horns
Very
Negative
5.1%
24.9%

Horn
Wayside
Train

Negative
4.6%
30.3%

No Effect
42.4%
37.6%

Positive
19.8%
4.0%

Very
Positive
28.1%
3.2%

Apparent Safety. The final three questions addressed how the residents viewed safety of the
system. Most of the residents frequently are assumed to cross the tracks in their vehicles daily
(location of residences, schools, shopping, and work mean that a large number of residents
would cross the tracks at least twice daily). As shown in Table 4-5, 30% of the respondents
believed that the wayside horn made the crossings safer. However, 9% suggested that they were
less safe. Approximately 8% believed that motorists would be more likely to violate the crossing
laws with the wayside horn. On the other hand, 24% suggested that motorists would be less
likely to violate the laws. Except for examining the comments, because the survey was
anonymous, there was no means of exploring why respondents indicated they felt that the
crossings were less safe.

Table 4-5
Perceived Safety at Railroad Crossings
Question 12

Makes Crossings Safer
Wayside Horn
Neither
Train Horn
30.0%
61.5%
8.5%

Question 13

Likelihood of Violation with Wayside Horn
Less Likely
No Difference
More Likely
24.4%
67.9%
7.7%

In Question13, respondents were asked to indicate whether they believe persons might be more
or less likely to violate the law with wayside horns compared to train horns. In apparent
agreement with the Asafety@ of the crossings expressed in Question 12, 24% also indicated that
they believe drivers were less likely to violate the law with the wayside horns. Eight percent
indicated they believe the drivers would be more likely to violate the crossing law. One
important note about this question is that from informal discussions with drivers in other
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settings, most do not appear to realize that driving under the closing gates is a violation. How
they might have answered the question given that knowledge is not known. On the other hand,
the videotaping of gate activations (discussed in the previous chapter) showed approximately a
70% decrease in the number of persons driving under the descending gates. This indicates that
the personal perceptions of safety of the wayside horns underestimated how drivers were
actually behaving.
Survey of Train Engineers

Both Metra and Canadian National were provided surveys (as shown in Appendix E) to
distribute to their locomotive engineers. The Metra response most likely covers most of their
engineers because they operate only five commuter trains in each direction. The same engineer
is likely to handle both movements. Seven returns came from Metra. Canadian National
provided five responses (Table 4-6). One Canadian National and one Metra engineer believed
that the crossing was less safe. Neither gave a reason for selecting that answer. However, both
also did not like the method of notifying the engineer when the horns were not working. To the
extent that they did not accept the notification method may have colored their opinion of the
safety of the crossings under the wayside horn. Of the remaining 10 responses, all except two
believed that the crossings were safer as a result of the wayside horns. One engineer responded
that motorists appeared to be violating the crossing gates less frequently. The remainder
indicated they felt there was no difference in motorist behavior.
Most of the engineers admitted to still blowing their horns on occasion, but their reasoning
generally was that the system was not working or they believed that the horn was needed. Horn
use most likely occurred where pedestrians and bicyclists are crossing the tracks in front of
approaching trains and have not obeyed the wayside horn.
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Table 4-6
Mundelein Wayside Horn
Engineers Survey Responses
Q1

Q2

Changes in
Crossing Motorists'
Railroad
Is
Behavior

Q3

Q4

Notification
Good – Not Sounded
Working
Horn

CN

Safer

No Difference Yes

No

CN

Safer

No Difference Yes

No

Q5

Reasons* Comments
6

CN

Less Safe No Difference No

Yes

CN

No
No Difference Yes
Difference

No

Violations
Decreased

No

6

Yes

4,5,6

Yes

1,2

No

1,5,6

CN
Metra
Metra
Metra

Safer

Yes

Safer No Difference Yes
No
Difference No Difference Yes
Safer

No Difference Yes

Metra

Safer

No Difference Yes

No

Metra

Safer

No Difference Yes

No

Metra
Metra

Less Safe No Difference No
No
Difference No Difference Yes

Yes

2,4

Good system
When it is known that a horn is not
working and will be that way for an
extended period, it should be put on
Form D
I like them for pedestrians standing at
crossing who don't have hearing
protection
I wish all crossings had those new
devices. They're great.

I like the system. I think it works better
for the people and cars at the crossings
With the flashing pole mounted light, I
found that in heavy fog you can tell
exactly where the crossing is located
because a lot of time you lose your
judgment of distance and you want to
blow for the crossing and find yourself
right at the crossing before you start.
This system does this for you. I feel it
beneficial.

2,4,5,6

No

* see survey sheet for list of reasons.
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Chapter 5
Analysis of the Sounds from Train and Wayside Horns
Introduction
One important element of the evaluation addressed the differences between the train horn and the
wayside horn as it might affect safety of the highway-rail crossing. For the village residents, it
was of equal importance to compare how the two horns affected their lives. A separate report
(Thunder, Raub, and Lucke 2002) provided a comprehensive evaluation of horn sounds from
both the safety and quality-of-life perspectives. This chapter summarizes those findings. How
the public perceives the two types of horns was addressed in the previous chapter.
In terms of outcomes, the sound level of the wayside horn was equal to or exceeded that of the
train horn for a driver approaching a highway-rail crossing. The exception was when the train
reached the crossing, where the train horn was louder. This finding applies equally to the last
point where the motorist could stop safely or at the sign warning the motorist of the approaching
crossing. The two horns had similar frequency components and were of equal loudness at the
different frequencies. Perhaps, the greatest difference was that the wayside horn is produced
electronically and the train horn by air passing through tuned horns. As a result, the sound of the
wayside horn had a certain artificiality.
The wayside horn had a significant impact on the quality-of-life. At the highest decibel levels, the
wayside horn covered 93% less land area than the train-mounted horns. Even at lower levels, more
than 62% less area was affected. The residential survey clearly supported these findings. On the
other hand, some persons were affected more than before. Some of this occurred because the pattern
of the sound dispersion changed. Volume levels were elongated along the roadway so that some
persons heard a louder horn than before. Also, the horns are of constant volume and last longer than
the train horn. This changes how the sound is perceived.
Sound and Its Measurement
Characteristics of Sound
Sound and noise often are used interchangeably to describe a sensation that can be detected by
the ear. However, the study of sound (acoustics) often distinguishes between noise as “unwanted
sound” (Harris 1979) and sound as an “auditory sensation produced through the ear by alteration
in pressure...” (“Sound Basics”). For purposes of discussion, the term “noise” applies to what is
generated, e.g., the horn, and “sound” to what is received by the listener.
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Loudness is measured as “sound pressure” and is expressed in
micropascals (µPa). The range is from 20 µPa (the “threshold
of hearing”) to 20 million µPa (the “threshold of pain”).
Because these values are cumbersome to calculate, and
misleading in terms of how sound is perceived, an alternate
approach is to convert the values to a logarithm. The result is
the “bel” (named after Alexander Graham Bell), and when
multiplied by 10 becomes the decibel (dB). In decibels, the
threshold of hearing is 0 dB and the threshold of pain is 120 dB.
The measured decibels are known as the sound pressure level
(SPL). Figure 5-1 shows the SPLs of various sounds.
When comparing similar sounds, a useful set of relationships
can be employed in describing the change in loudness of a
sound. These are:
$
$
$

3 dB increase represents a just noticeable difference
5 dB change is considered significant
10 dB increase represents a doubling of loudness. For
example, if a person were talking at 50 dB and raised
his voice to 60 dB, he would sound twice as loud.

A characteristic related to loudness is attenuation. As sound
travels from the source it diminishes in loudness. For each
doubling of distance from a point source (under perfect
conditions) the SPL will decrease 6 dB.9

Decibels

130
Rock
Concert(100’)
110
Ambulance
Siren (100’)
90
Power
Mower(100’)

140
Jet
Engine (100’)
120
Railroad
Horn (100’)
100
Shout
80

70
Conversation
50
Library

60
Business
Office
40

30
Forest
10

20
Bedroom

Hearing
Treshold

Figure 5-1
Chart of Sound Loudness

Frequency of sound is described by the number of oscillations or cycles per second (noted as
Hertz B Hz). For example, a piano string that vibrates 256 times every second (middle C on the
piano) has a frequency of 256 Hz. The human ear is sensitive to frequencies between 20 Hz and
20,000 Hz. Some animals have even greater hearing ranges.
Although the frequency range of hearing is considered to be 20-20,000 Hz, the ear is not equally
sensitive to all these frequencies. For example, it takes a SPL of 60 dB at a 32 Hz tone to sound
as loud as a 1,000 Hz tone at only 10 dB. Frequencies from 1,000 to 4,000 Hz are heard best.
9

Attenuation of sound is given by the formula:
Adiv = 20 log10 (r/r0), in dB
where:
r is the distance from the source
r0 is the reference distance.
(For example, if r is three times the distance of r0, then the ratio r/r0 is 3 and the log of 3 is .5. Finally, Adiv is 20 * .5
= 10 dB. So the train horn measured as 100 dB at 100 feet would be 90 dB at 300 feet.)
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Finally, length of time the sound is heard also makes a difference in how the listener perceives
the sound. A very loud sound with a very short duration, e.g., a gunshot, may not be as
noticeable as a sound with a lower decibel reading but heard over a longer period. To the
listener, a sound 10 decibels lower, but extending 10 times as long will appear to be equivalent,
e.g., a 70 dB sound for 1 second will seem the same as a 60 dB sound which lasts10 seconds.
Measuring Sound
Originally, sound was measured on a meter. Because of constant
fluctuations, establishing specific levels at any time was a difficult task.
Currently, a device called an “integrating sound level meter” (Figure 5-2)
is used. This device captures the sound in a manner similar to how the
human hears. It calculates the sound pressure levels over various periods,
usually one second, weights the reading, and stores the weighted result for
each period.
Weighting is done to account for difference in hearing levels depending
upon frequency. Even though the meter “hears” a low frequency the same
as a higher frequency, internally it ascribes a lower dB reading because
this is how a person “hears” sound. Different weighting schemes are used,
but the most commonly applied is the “A-weighting network.”
Additionally, by using a filter the integrating sound level meter can
measure the dB levels at a given set of frequencies called “octave band
levels.” Most closely related to hearing is grouping which divides each
octave in thirds, or “one-third octave band level” readings.

Figure 5-2
Quest 2900
Integrating/Logging
Sound Level Meter

While the integrating sound level meter can produce many metrics, two are commonly
displayed: the “equivalent continuous sound level” denoted by Leq and the maximum sound
level, Lmax. The Leq is the constant level of sound, in dB, that contains the same energy as the
actual fluctuating noise over a stated time interval.10 Research has shown that human response
to noise correlates better with the Leq than any other descriptor including the maximum level or
percentile levels. In fact, the Environmental Protection Agency has adopted the Leq as the metric
of choice when evaluating the impact of noise on a community. (EPA 1974). Normally, one
second is chosen as the sampling period.
The maximum SPL (denoted by Lmax) is a metric used to capture the greatest noise level
observed over the sampling period. A simple measure to make, the Lmax does not require
10

Technically, the Leq also includes the weighting scale, so for the A-weight scale it would be Leq (A). Normally,
A-weighting is assumed and the Leq shown without scale notation.
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sophisticated circuitry and is best applied to transient events such as aircraft flyovers, trucks
passing, and train crossings. It is a useful metric when assessing the potential of transient noise
to awake the community from rest or sleep.
From the Leq other measures can be derived. Two used in this study are “levels exceeding” and
“sound exposure level” (SEL). Levels exceeding are percentile statistical approaches to
describing the fluctuation and variability in noise level over a stated period. The most common
levels are:
$
$
$

L90 B the level exceeded 90% of the time (often referred to a the background or ambient
level)
L50 B the level exceeded 50% of the time
L10 B the level exceeded 10% of the time (or intrusive noise levels) (Tocci 1998).

The SEL is an averaging of noise over certain intervals (like the Leq), but it is normalized to one
second. For example, a one-hour Leq is found by averaging the one-second Leq=s for that period;
whereas, the SEL for that period is a summing of the same one-second Leq=s. Because of its
normalization to one second, the SEL is useful for comparing the effect of events with different
maximum levels and durations (Federal Transit Administration 1995). For example, the SEL
implies that a noise of 80 dB lasting for one second has the same effect as a sound of 70 dB
lasting 10 seconds.
Analysis of Train and Wayside Horn Frequencies
Horn Audibility at Motorist Decision Points
The wayside horns were designed to direct the horn sound down the approaching roadways.
Because of this and because the wayside horns are stationary, it was reasoned that this ought to
reduce the noise impact to residential neighborhoods compared to a train-mounted horn source
where the sound spreads broadly as the horn is moving down the tracks. Although pedestrians
and bicyclists using the crossings could react to the horns, the focus here is on motorists. The
comparison discussed in this report is focused on the relative audibility of the signals from the
motorists’ locations.
Both the train-mounted and wayside-mounted horns were designed to alert an approaching
motorist of an oncoming train. In all cases, upon hearing the horn, it is expected that the
motorist will stop (or remain stopped) and wait for the train to pass. The specific “message” of
the horn can vary depending on the types of other warning devices at the crossing. At crossings
marked only by the X-shaped “Railroad Crossing” sign, the train horn, along with the sight of
the train itself, are the only warnings to the motorist that a train is, in fact, approaching the
crossing.
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When crossings are equipped with red flashing lights, the activation of the lights indicates a
train’s approach. Traffic law requires that a motorist stop before crossing the tracks if the lights
are activated. However, the law then permits the motorist to proceed if it is safe to do so. For
these crossings, the train horn reinforces the “stop” message and provides the motorist with
information as to whether it is safe to proceed after stopping.
At gated crossings, the closing gates, supplemented by flashing lights, impose a barrier to stop
motorists until the train passes. While it is unlawful to either drive under a closing gate or around a
closed gate, the timing of the train horn clearly reinforces the message that the motorist is not to “go
around the closed gate.” All of the crossings in the Mundelein project area are gated.
In a review of several signal detection standards, Robinson and Casali (2000) offer the general
recommendation that signals preferably be 15 dB above the background noise across a broad
spectrum to be considered sufficiently audible for alerting functions. The acoustical
comparisons provide evidence that the wayside horns in this study meet this objective in a
repeatable and consistent manner at two discrete distances from the tracks.
Another comparison can be made by considering the motorist’s perspective. There are three
locations on the roadway where a motorist approaching a highway/railroad grade crossing could
be affected by hearing the horn: at the actual crossing (already discussed), the last point of
decision, and the first notice that a crossing occurs. The last point of decision is the minimum
distance from the crossing where a motorist can react to and stop safely before crossing the
track. It depends upon motorist reaction time and braking capabilities of the vehicle. It can be
expressed mathematically in feet by the formula:
vor + vo2/2a
where:
vo - initial velocity in feet per second (fps)
rreaction time
amaximum deceleration using standard reaction times and typical maximum
braking deceleration, the distance from the last decision point to the crossing at
different speeds can be computed. This calculation led to setting a minimum distance
of 110 feet (33 meters) from crossings with a posted 30 mph speed limit (50 km/h)
(speed limits within the residential and commercial areas of Mundelein). If the
motorist is closer to the crossing than this minimum distance when the warning lights
activate, he or she will not be able to stop prior to entering the crossing.

The second distance derives from the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD
2000), Chapters 2 and 8. It provides for locating the crossing warning sign at 325 feet (98
meters) at 30 mph (50 km/h). The distance was shortened to 300 feet (91 meters) to
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accommodate placement of the sound meter at Winchester Road. A motorist will drive this
distance in 7.4 seconds.
At a gated crossing, prior to train arrival, the red warning lights first activate, and then the gates
descend. This process takes about 12 seconds for the Mundelein area crossings. These are
visual clues to the motorist, and unless the horn sounds before the gates activate, the horn
becomes a supplemental clue of the approaching train.
The ideal place(s) for comparing train horns to wayside horns would be where hearing the horn
might have the greatest impact on driver behavior. First, it is helpful to recall the normal
sequence of warnings that a motorist receives at a crossing when a train is approaching. The
initial warning is the activation of the flashing lights, then gate closure, followed by the train
horn, and then the appearance of the train itself.
Chapter 2 showed that the sample of motorists used for analysis, on the average, heard the first
train horn 17 seconds after the lights began flashing. The train horn then lasted 16-18 seconds.11
The train arrives at the crossing an average of 35 seconds after the gate warning lights have
begun to flash meaning that the gates are fully closed approximately 4 seconds before the horn is
heard and 24 seconds before the train arrives. There is substantial variability in both the train
horn and train arrival times with Metra having most of the shorter duration train horns and more
rapid arrivals after the gates begin to activate. Less than 10% of the time, the train horn was
heard during gate closure, but never before the gate had started to close.
Therefore, a motorist will see flashing lights and a closed or closing gate before hearing the train
horn. For a driver approaching the crossing at the speed limit when the train is so close as to
result in an imminent danger, the final location that a driver could consider a drive-around, but
still stop safely before the crossing, is the last point of decision mentioned above. In only one
case of more than 19,000 gate closures monitored, did a driver not stop before going around the
gates.
To compare the audibility in this manner, the plotted time histories at 110 feet (33 meters) and
300 feet (91 meters) were slightly adjusted to determine the SPL at the “time to crossing.” To
accomplish this, a small ½ second window was formed to extract the maximum SPL. Table 5-1
shows this maximum SPL along with whether the horn signal was increasing (+), decreasing (-),
or approximately steady (~). Within the parenthesis is noted the signal type (L=long, S=short)
along with the maximum SPL of the specific blast. NH stands for Ano horn@ sounding at that
instant. For example, the first entry of A90-(L98)@ indicates a level of 90 dB occurred at 2.5
seconds before the crossing with a decreasing amplitude. Further, this level was associated with
a long blast where the maximum level was 98 dB.

11

Metra engineers tend to wait until they are closer to the crossing before blowing the horn, and it,
correspondingly, lasts a shorter period.
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For the Hawley Road last decision point at the time to crossing (2.5 seconds), the wayside horn was
at least as audible as one out of three train horns. The maximum SPL of the relevant train horn blast
(a long blast at 94 dB) was higher than two out of three wayside horn blasts. For the warning sign
point at Hawley and the time to crossing (7.4 seconds), the wayside horn was more audible than two
out of three train horns and the maximum SPL of the relevant wayside horn blast (a long blast at 82
dB) was higher than two out of three train horn blasts.
Table 5-1
SPL Comparison Train Horn and Wayside Horn

Location
Hawley - last decision
point
Hawley - warning sign
point
Winchester - last
decision point
Winchester - warning
sign point

Distance to
Time to
Crossing (ft) Crossing (sec) Train Horn (SPL)
90- (L98); 82~ (S82);
110
2.5 72- (L90)
76+ (L78); 84~(L84);
325
7.4 61-(L71)
81~ (L90): 96~ (S86):
224
3.4 NH
NH: 80~ (L80):
550
8.3 91~ (L98)

+ increasing, - decreasing, ~ steady

Wayside Horn
(SPL)
77+ (L94)
82~ (L82)
NH
74~ (L75)

L – long blast, S – short blast, NH – no horn (1/2 second recording)

For Winchester Road=s last decision point at the time to crossing (3.4 seconds), there was no
horn sounding for the wayside horn within the 2 second time window. Neither did a train horn
sound in one of the three train crossings recorded. The time to crossing (8.3 seconds) from the
warning point on Winchester had a wayside horn sound lower in SPL than two of the three train
horns.
Frequency
Train-mounted horns are typically multi-chime, air-driven devices intended to emit a high sound
intensity level. Multi-chime devices generally are 3 or 5 separate horns activated
simultaneously, each producing a different fundamental frequency (pitch). The sound generated
by these horns usually is dissonant meaning that the fundamental frequencies are not musically
aligned (see Keller and Rickley, 1993, for a description of five common horn types). This
dissonance along with the harmonics adds to its alerting function.
The wayside horn sound was created from a digital recording of a typical train horn. As such,
there should be little difference between the harmonic structures of the two types of horns in this
study. The rationale of replicating a typical horn is obvious. For listeners with experience
listening to train horns, the sound of the digital replication readily should be associated with the
approach of a train. However, there are other acoustical characteristics of a train horn that make
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it different from a wayside horn. This includes a ramp effect - the increase in amplitude as the
train approaches, the Doppler Effect - a slight upward shift in frequency as the train approaches
the crossing, and interference effects - the fluctuation in amplitude as the sound arrives at the
listener by various direct and reflective paths.
While the purpose of this study was not an exhaustive analysis of train and wayside horns, of
importance was verifying that the spectral energy in both cases is similar. Hence, if the wayside
horn sound were composed of a different range of frequencies than the train horn, this would
affect the transmission of the wayside horn signals into the vehicle and, ultimately, affect its
audibility.
The sound report (Thunder, Raub, and Lucke 2003) describes the comparisons in frequency,
loudness, and duration of each horn system in detail. This chapter summarizes the findings from
that report.
Figure 5-3 shows the 1/3-octave band spectrum of the locomotive horns. It was made at the Hawley
Street crossing 110 feet (33 meters) from the tracks and is descriptive of the frequency spectra found
at both Hawley Street and Winchester Road at differing locations from the crossings. In general, the
data relating to the long blast before the train reached the crossing were used to extract spectral
information. The horn noise in all three events shows primary horn energy in the 315-1600 Hz
range. This spectral content is consistent with the requirements of Military Standard MIL-STD1472D, which calls for a range of 200-5000 Hz (and a preferred range of 500-3000 Hz) for greatest
audibility.
Figure 5-4 shows the 1/3-octave band spectrum for the wayside horns at both the Hawley and
Winchester crossings at 110 feet (33 meters). The spectral content of the wayside horns is nearly
the same at both locations. In addition, the primary spectral region of the wayside horns is better
defined and narrower than the train horn spectra previously shown in Figure 5-3. This narrower
bandwidth does not compromise the signal=s audibility in any way and, in fact, is congruent with
the preferred frequency range of 500-3000 Hz as stipulated in Military Standard MIL-STD1472D to achieve greatest audibility.
These data confirm that, although the angle of incidence can be a factor, because the amplitude
and frequency content of the two types of horns are similar, the audibility inside a vehicle should
also be similar. In other words, the sound transmission loss provided by a vehicle to diminish
the intensity of the wayside horn would have the same effect on a train horn signal as well.
Amplitude
According to Hanson and his associates, train horns typically produce A-weighted sound levels
of about 105 dB(A) at 100 feet ahead of the train with levels about 95-100 dB(A) at the same
distance to the sides of the train (Hanson et al., 1991). Figure 5-5 shows the sound level time
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Figure 5-3 Train Horn Spectra (12/5/01)
Hawley Street - West Side at 110'
120
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Figure 5-4 Wayside Horn Spectra
Hawley and Winchester Streets - West Side at 110'
120
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Figure 5-5 Train Horn Sound Levels (12/5/01)
Hawley Street - West Side at 110'
120
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history at 110 feet (33 meters) for trains as they approached the Hawley Street crossing. Clearly
seen in each trace is the “long-long-short-long” blast sequence required of all engineers as they
approach crossings.
A notable feature of the tracings shown in Figures 5-5 is the increase in amplitude as the trains
reach the crossings. This was expected because the train gets closer and closer to the recording
station (and listener).
While the second and third blasts of the train horns certainly exceed this 20-25 dB signal-tonoise ratio, the first train horn blast is typically only 78 dB(A), a nominal 15 dB above the
background noise (see Table 5-1). A line connecting the peaks of each long blast suggests a
nearly linear (straight) relationship between horn intensity and the time to crossing. A first-order
regression analysis indicates that the ramp amplitude increases at a rate of about 3.4 dB for the
Hawley crossing and 1.1 dB for the Winchester crossing. Some of the differences may be
explained by the fact that Winchester Road is outside the urbanized area and train speed should
be closer to their respective speed limits of 50 mph (82 km/h) for freight, and 60 mph (97 km/h)
for Metra (commuter) and multi-modal.
Table 5-2 summarizes the locomotive horn readings for all train movements showing the average
SPL. For the second and third long blasts (when the train is close to or at the crossing) the
average SPL was 92 and 103 dB(A), respectively. The second blast is lower simply because of a
greater distance to the recording station. But for the third blast, the train would be very close to
or at the crossing and, hence, about 110 feet (33 meters) to the side of the horns. Because 2/3 of
the horn sounds in this study range from 99 to 107 dB(A), this data suggests that for at least
these six horn configurations, train horns are louder than cited by Hanson (1991).
In contrast to the locomotive horns, the wayside horn tracings in Figure 5-6 reveal that the horn
blasts are all 30 dB above the background noise. Specifically, the first blast is always as loud as
the last blast. Therefore, unlike the train horns, the wayside horns have no amplitude ramp. This
can be problematic as signals of 20-25 dB above the background may elicit an undesirable startle
effect (Robinson and Casali, 2000). This effect was made manifest on six different crossing
video segments (discussed in Chapter 3). In each case, the motorist responded by stopping on
the tracks and not moving for several seconds after.
The wayside horns appeared to generate slight louder signals (about 3 dB) at the Hawley
crossing than the Winchester crossing. Differences probably arise from volume settings, but also
could be affected by the presence of buildings at Hawley Street.
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Table 5-2
Sound Levels and Characteristics of Train and Wayside Horns at Highway-Rail Crossings

1st Long Blast
TRAIN

Direct.

Type

Est.
Speed
(mph)

Total
Duration to
SPLmax
Duration
Crossing
(dB)
(s)
(s)

2nd Long Blast

Short Blast

Duration
(s)

Time to
Crossing
(s)

SPLmax
(dB)

Duration
(s)

Time to
Crossing
(s)

SPLmax
(dB)

Duration
(s)

3rd Long Blast

Time to
Crossing
(s)

SPLmax
(dB)

Duration
(s)

Time to
Crossing
(s)

TRAIN HORNS at 110'
Hawley
2:36

Nort

Hawley
3:09

Metr

25

9 1/2

7 3/4

84

1 1/4

7 1/4

98

2

4 3/4

90

3/4

1 1/2

103

2 1/2

Sout Freigh

50

11

9 1/2

76

3 1/2

7 1/4

90

3 1/4

4

90

1 1/4

2

101

3

Hawley
3:49

Sout

25

9 3/4

66

1/2

9 1/2

76

3/4

7

82

1/2

3

98

1 3/4

1

Winchester
11:51

Sout Freigh

50

19

16

73

4

14

94

3 3/4

5 1/4

98

1 1/4

1 3/4

104

3 1/2

-1

Winchester
12:23

Nor

Freigh

50

20

18

79

3 1/2

16

90

4 3/4

8 3/4

100

1 1/2

3 1/4

101

4 1/4

0

Winchester
12:44

Nort Freigh

50

29

24

89

7 1/4

21

104

6 3/4

9 1/4

106

1 1/2

2 1/2

109

6 1/2

-1

Metr

9

0
- 1/2

Average

16.5

14.3

77.8

3.3

12.8

92.0

3.5

6.5

94.3

1.1

2.3

102.

3.6

-0.2

Sandard Deviation

8.0

6.3

8.1

2.4

5.7

9.5

2.1

2.2

8.6

0.4

0.7

3.7

1.7

0.8

94

3 3/4

16

94

13

12

94

4 3/4

8

16

92

1 3/4

12

92

5

8

WAYSIDE HORNS at 110' (immediately preceeding sequence only)
Hawley
10:05

22

94

3 3/4

17

22

92

3 3/4

21

94

4

Average

17.1

22.8

93.0

3.8

21.1

94.0

3.9

16.3

93.0

7.8

12.6

93.0

4.9

8.3

Sandard Deviation

0.2

0.0

1.4

0.0

0.2

0.0

0.2

0.0

1.4

8.5

0.2

1.4

0.2

0.0
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Figure 5-6 Wayside Horn Sound Levels (6/6/02)
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Train horn histories for Hawley Street and Winchester Road also were constructed for 300 feet
(91 meters) from the crossing. These are similar to the time-history shapes for 110 feet (33
meters). This is not surprising since it is the same horn sounding, but measured at two distances.
What is surprising, however, is the amplitude differences for the same blast vary from that
reading taken at 110 feet (33 meters). The variability in amplitude for the train horn may have
arisen from it being a moving source, reflection and shielding, and atmospheric anomalies. The
SPLs at the 300-foot (91-meter) location cannot be accurately predicted based on measurements
made at the 110-foot (33-meter) location.
Unlike the train horns which were highly variable at the 300-foot (91-meter) location, the
wayside horn was identical and predictable for all trains. This difference is a constant 11-12 dB.
Duration
All the figures demonstrate the Apulsed@ feature of train and wayside horns. The pulsed nature of
alarms is recommended in ANSI Standard S3.41 (ANSI 1990). Table 5-1 shows a variety of
statistics that characterize this pulsing feature. These include the total duration of each
sequence, the duration from the beginning of the first blast until the train reaches the crossing,
the maximum sound level of each blast, the duration of each blast, and the time before reaching
the crossing of each blast. The average total horn sequence duration of the two horns is
comparable: 16.5 seconds for the train horns and 17.1 seconds for the wayside horns. However,
there is a substantial difference in the standard deviation: 8.0 seconds for the train horns versus
only 0.2 seconds for the wayside horns.
The wayside horn generally occurs for at least two complete cycles. It may or may not include a
long blast just as the train reaches the crossing. In this regard, the entire sounding of the wayside
horns begins long before a typical train horn sounding. If, on the average, the train horn starts
approximately 17 seconds before the train reaches the crossing, then the wayside horn has
sounded for at least another 17 seconds prior to when the motorist would here the train horn.
The average duration of the long blasts on the train was about 3.5 seconds. This is comparable
to the duration of the first and second long wayside blasts. The third long wayside horn blast was
1 second longer. Again, the large standard deviations for the long blasts, which ranged from 1.7
to 2.4 seconds, show the wide variability of the train horn blasts when compared to the wayside
horn blasts.
Concluding Comments Regarding the Train and Wayside Horn Sounds
The present acoustical study at trackside locations shows that the wayside horns have a dominant
frequency spectrum comparable to the train horns. Since the wayside horns represent a digital
recording of a typical train horn, this finding was expected. However, because of loudspeaker
resonance and possible circuit anomalies, this was an aspect of the wayside horns that had to be
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verified. Once verified, no further consideration was needed to account for the transmission loss
in a vehicle.
Comparison of Sound Levels in Residential Areas
Methodology for Taking the Readings
To obtain a better understanding of changes in the sound levels to residents from when the train
horn was being used to after the wayside horn began operating, NUCPS conducted sound studies
in residential yards. The research team used an integrating sound level meter for the recordings.
Readings were taken in one-second intervals over a period of 24 hours for each location.
Residences were located between 500 feet (152 meters) and 1,500 feet (456 meters) from that
portion of the tracks where use of a train horn was expected. These locations surrounded the
three crossings in the village which also are being observed by cameras (Maple Street or Illinois
Rt. 176, Hawley Street, and Allanson Road). Appendix D shows the location of the sites used
for residential sound readings.
One of the most important characteristics in measurement of sound, as discussed earlier, is that
sound levels decrease in relation to the distance of the listener from the source. Distance has the
greatest impact, with other elements such as wind, barriers, etc., playing a lesser role. Therefore,
a listener at 1,500 feet (456 meters) would be subject to a far lower level of sound than one who
is 500 feet (152 meters) from a common source, all other elements being equal. However,
because environmental elements including structures, foliage, and weather all play a role, the
actual measured sound levels at any given period will vary even if the sound source remains
constant. Sound levels also were recorded on different days; therefore, exact comparison from
one location to another, or the same location in the fall and spring, cannot be done. For this
reason, the analysis in this section uses averages.
Sound samples were taken at a set of residences in Mundelein, Illinois, over a two-week period,
in the fall of 2001 (train horns) and again in the spring of 2002 (wayside horns). A Quest 2900
Integrating/Logging Sound Level Meter manufactured by Quest Technologies and distributed by
Argus LLC of Elmhurst, Illinois, was used to record the sounds. This meter is a Type 2 meter
with a normal precision of "2 dB. It has a 60 dB range which is adjustable from between the
minimum levels of 10 dB and 90 dB with maximums between 70 dB and 150 dB, and capable of
logging two sound metrics every second for a 24-hour period (more metrics reduce the capacity
of the meter). Placed in an outdoor kit, the meter can be left unattended. The Mundelein Village
Administrator=s office obtained permission from nine residents to place the equipment in their
yard for the two sampling periods. The Mundelein Village Hall served as the 10th location.
Sampling was done during periods where there was no expected precipitation, and the winds
expected to be 15 mph (24 km/h) or less (there were a few exceptions when the wind speed
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exceeded the desired level). In most cases, the winds were calm at night. Temperatures ranged
between a low of 40o at night and 68o during the day. Relative humidity ranged between 40%
and 60%.
The 24-hour studies were repeated at the same sites in the spring of 2002 after the wayside horn
went into operation. Because the horns were not activated until April, there was more foliage
than in the fall measurement time. Although the environmental conditions were similar, the
background noise levels generally were higher in the spring.12 Because the wayside horn sound
levels (Leq) were lower than those read for trains, on more than one occasion the horn could not
be distinguished from the background level. All of the train horn readings would have been
distinguishable even with the higher background levels.
In addition to the sound sampling, videotapes of drivers were made at three of the crossings,
Maple Avenue (Route 176), Hawley Street, and Allanson Road. These tapes started whenever
the crossing gates activated, and showed the time that the train arrived. The sound meter also
recorded time allowing the train arrival to be matched with the sound records. This provided the
means of isolating the train horn or wayside horn from other recorded sounds. Barking dogs and
other loud noises could be ignored. In addition, none of the participating residents indicated that
any other unusual noises had occurred during the recording intervals.
The most important metric used for recording was the equivalent continuous sound level (Leq )
for one-second periods. From it is derived the sound exposure level (SEL), and Leq exceeded by
10% and 90% of the SPL readings.
Although the readings were taken at varying distances from the tracks and subject to varying
levels of influence on their loudness (buildings, vegetation, etc.), when the Leq was converted
back to an expected level at 100 feet from the front of the train horn, the resulting adjusted dB
readings were very similar. They differed by 6 dB from 99 dB to 105 dB. These approximately
match the readings of 100 to 103 dB as measured by Keller and Rickley (1992). Because of a
significant decrease in sound levels as the angle between the automated wayside horn system
(AWHS) direction and recording location increased, converting sounds back to the horn was not
practical. Where the locations were in line with the wayside horn, conversion showed the
adjusted sound pressure level to be with 3 dB of that level recorded from the wayside horn at the
selected distance of 110 feet (33 meters).

12

A number of elements may have contributed to the increased background levels in the Spring
including, wind rustling the foliage, birds and insects, and perhaps, even more outdoor activity.
However, the background level is relative only to the sound level being measured.
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Interpreting the Sound Readings
Comparative loudness. Table 5-3 gives the summary of the decibel readings at each location for
each study period. Although readings covered 24 hours, only a four-hour period from 8:00 p.m.
to 12:00 p.m. (midnight) is used for comparisons. This period was chosen because most people
are at home. They may be out-of-doors and have windows open. Because the background noise
level often is lower, a train or wayside horn would be more likely to stand out and be noticed.
Both an average of one-second Leq’s13 and median SEL are shown for these four hours (all
readings using A-level weighting). In addition, the Table 4-2 provides a maximum of onesecond Leq’s,14 and the 10% and 90% levels for the 24-hour period.
The maximum decibel reading with train horns during the four nighttime hours for any location
was 84.2 dB(A) at 700 Wildwood Avenue followed closely by 84.0 dB at 1300 Dairy Lane.
Wildwood also had the highest median SEL of 95 dB. However, 600 E. High Street had the
highest average of one-second Leq’s. This high average may have arisen because the angle
between the tracks and 600 E. High Street is less than 20o, which would place the location in line
with the horn itself. The lowest maximum was 72.6 dB at 200 W. Park Street. The background
levels (L90) ranged from 42.4 dB at 1300 Dairy Lane to 51.6 dB at Salceda.15 All of the
locations are relatively quiet (about the level which might be found in a library reading room).
On the other end of the loudness spectra, 10% of the SPL readings exceeded a range from 52.0
and 62.7 dB.
Between the highest and lowest maximum was a 12-decibel range. Given that apparent loudness
doubles with every 10-decibel increase, the train horn at Wildwood would have seemed more
than twice as loud as the one at W. Park. SPL readings exceeded a range from 52.0 and 62.7 dB.
The average sound levels of train horns during the four hours ranged between 10 dB and 30 dB
above the 10% level, and generally were 30 dB higher than the background level. This 30 dB
difference for the train horn would be perceived by persons as being 8 times louder than the
sound level without the train being present.
The maximum reading of 74.5 for the wayside horn occurred at Village Hall. It also was located
closest to the wayside horn, as well as in line with the direction of the speaker. The lowest
reading was at 200 W. Park Street where the maximum reading was 55.8 dB. On several
occasions at a number of locations, the wayside horn could not be distinguished from the
background level even when the train was known to be present.

13
14
15

This is an average of the one-second Leq’s and is used for comparative purposes.
A maximum of the Leq’s.
Village Hall readings are not compared. They were taken inside and reflect heating-air conditioning
fan noise.
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Table 5-3
Sound Levels at Residences, Fall 2001 and Spring 2002
Sound Levels in Decibels

Location
1300 Dairy Lane
600 Salceda
700 Wildwood Av
500 Grace
100 W. Park St
200 W. Park St
Village Hall**
300 E. Hawthorne
600 E. High St
900 Stratford Ln

2001 Residential Sound Readings
Sound Levels in Decibels
Nighttime*
Median
Average Maximum
Levels Exceeding
SEL
of Leq (1s)
of Leq(1s)
10% (L10) 90% (L90)
90
74.7
84.0
56.2
42.4
80
68.6
74.2
52.2
51.6
95
72.0
84.2
62.7
42.6
91
75.1
82.7
61.3
45.4
84
74.4
80.8
52.6
45.7
82
64.5
72.6
52.9
43.6
83
68.6
73.4
51.3
41.6
81
69.1
73.8
52.0
43.1
92
78.5
83.9
60.5
47.0
88
76.0
78.3
54.7
47.8

Location
1300 Dairy Lane
600 Salceda
700 Wildwood Av
500 Grace
100 W. Park St
200 W. Park St
Village Hall**
300 E. Hawthorne
600 E. High St
900 Stratford Ln

2002 Residential Sound Readings
Sound Levels in Decibels
Nighttime*
Average Maximum
Median
Levels Exceeding
SEL
of Leq (1s)
of Leq(1s)
10% (L10) 90% (L90)
77
64.4
72.4
62.3
47.2
78
65.7
71.1
64.5
56.0
68
59.4
66.5
50.1
43.8
75
64.6
71.3
59.9
51.6
81
68.3
74.2
66.8
58.3
70
59.8
61.9
49.6
43.1
83
69.6
74.5
66.1
55.2
79
66.5
71.0
65.1
58.2
78
64.8
69.3
65.6
47.0
80
67.1
69.1
68.0
63.2

* From 8:00 p.m. to Midnight
**Village Hall readings taken inside
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The average of one-second Leq’s for the nighttime showed a substantial range from 49.6 dB at
200 W. Park Street to 69.6 dB at the Village Hall. What is interesting is that at only four
locations does the average of one-second Leq’s differ from the L10 level by more than 3 dB which
is considered the minimum decibel difference for detecting a change in loudness. The highest
median SEL occurred at the Village Hall.
The 90% levels in the spring of 2002 were higher than those in the fall of 2001 at all but two
locations, 200 W. Park Street and 600 E. High Street. The background noise had increased by as
much as 15 dB. This occurred at 900 Stratford Lane. The resident could offer no reason why the
increase was so large and the meter had been calibrated. The L10 levels also were higher. This
increase may have occurred as the result of rustling foliage and birds which would not have been
present in the Fall.
Comparing the sound levels. Table 5-4 shows the comparisons between the two horn systems.
With the operation of the wayside horn, the average of one-second Leq’s at night at all locations
except the Village Hall fell between 2.6 and 13.7 dB. The greatest change occurred at 600 E.
High Street. When the train horns were used, this location fell in an almost direct line with the
horn; the Leq was highest of all the residences. The address, however, is located at a significant
angle from the wayside horn and receives little of the sound. The other large difference occurred
at 700 Wildwood Avenue for many of the same reasons. On the other hand, there was a slight
increase in average of one-second Leq’s at the Village Hall. The difference here probably arose
because the wayside horn is a constant source; whereas, the maximum of one-second Leq’s from
train horns varied depending upon direction and horn volume as trains approached Hawley
Street.
More striking are the differences in the sound exposure level. The SEL standardizes the sound
measures which allows comparison of sounds of different duration and loudness. As the system
now operates, the wayside horn starts when the gates activate and stops when the train reaches
the crossing. For most crossings, this means that the horn is sounding at least for 35 seconds.
On the other hand, the average length of time for the railroad horns was 18 seconds. For a given
constant loudness, the SEL for the wayside horn, then, would be 3 dB higher than for the train
horn. Because the train horn gradually increased in volume, the difference in SEL between the
wayside horn and train horn for the same maximum of one-second Leq’s could be even greater.
Because of the substantial decreases in sound levels with the wayside horn, median SEL=s
decreased. However, the decreases were not of the same magnitude as the decreases in the
maximum of one-second Leq’s. At three locations, 300 East Hawthorne Boulevard, 600 Salceda
Avenue, and 100 West Park Street, the decreases were 3 dB or less. The largest decrease came
at 700 Wildwood Avenue with a 27 dB difference. The average decrease for these remaining 6
locations was 15 dB; the apparent loudness was approximate 40% of what had been heard when
the train horns were used.
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Table 5-4
Comparison of Residential Sound Levels
Fall 2001 (Train Horn) to Spring 2002 (Wayside Horn)
8:00 p.m. to Midnight - Train Present
Average of Leq(1s)
Location
1300 Dairy Lane

2001
74.7

2002
64.4

600 Salceda

68.6

700 Wildwood Av

Decrease
DB

Median SEL

Maximum of Leq(1s)

10.3

2001
90

2002
77

2001
84.0

2002
72.4

65.7

2.9

80

78

74.2

71.1

72.0

59.4

12.6

95

68

84.2

66.5

500 Grace

75.1

64.6

10.1

91

75

82.7

71.3

100 W. Park St

74.4

68.3

6.1

84

81

80.8

74.2

200 W. Park St

64.5

59.8

4.7

82

70

72.6

61.9

Village Hall

68.6

69.6

-1.0

83

83

73.4

74.5

300 E. Hawthorne

69.1

66.5

2.6

81

79

73.8

71.0

600 E. High St

78.5

64.8

13.7

92

78

83.9

69.3

900 Stratford Ln

76.0

67.1

8.9

88

80

78.3

69.1

Sound contours. Using the maximum of one-second Leq’s readings and adjusting them to
represent the sound at the tracks or from the wayside horn then allowed mapping equal contours
of loudness. Five contours representing 70, 75, 80, 85, and 90 dB were then mapped. Appendix
J shows the plotted contour lines for five of the nine crossings in the program: Dunbar, Maple,
Park, Hawley, and Allanson before and after the wayside horns were activated.
Table 5-5 gives the area covered by each contour before and after. For example, the 70 dB
contour produced by the train horns covered 4.65 square miles (mi2) or 12 square kilometers
(km2). That portion of the contour which lay within the village borders represented 58% of the
7.79 mi2 (20.2 km2) computed for the entire village.16 As the decibel levels increased, the
amount of coverage for train horns decreased by approximately one-half. By 90 dB, the
coverage was 0.19 mi2 (0.49 km2) or approximately 120 acres (48.6 hectares). This represented
5.4% of the village area.

16

The value of 7.79 mi2 (20.2 km2) is that contained in the Topographically Integrated Geographic
Enhanced Reference map (TIGER) available to the mapping program, based on the 1990 census, and may
not include more recently annexed land.
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Table 5-5
Comparison of Areas Covered by Decibel Contours
Train Horn and Wayside Horn
Area (sq. mile)
Decibel

Train

Percent

Wayside

Percent

Percent

Level

Horn

of Village*

Horn

of Village*

Decrease

90

0.19

5.4%

0.02

0.4%

87.2%

85

0.32

10.3%

0.06

1.2%

79.6%

80

0.72

20.1%

0.21

3.5%

70.8%

75

2.05

39.9%

0.53

9.1%

74.3%

70

4.65

58.0%

1.65

28.0%

64.5%

* Village of Mundelein is 7.79 sq. mile (20.2 sq. km)

On the other hand, the wayside horn is directional with most of the sound energy occurring along
the primary speaker axis. Outside that axis, the drop-off in sound is rapid. This is evident in the
plot of contours based on sound readings from the wayside horns. As a result, the coverage of
the wayside horn is much smaller than that for the train horn. Only along the primary axis is the
sound louder over a greater distance than the train horn would have been for a listener located
along that wayside horn axis.
The 90 dB reading for the wayside horn covers 0.02 mi2 (0.05 km2) approximately 13 acres (5.3
hectares). The decrease in coverage from the train horn was approximately 87%. For lower dB
levels, the changes in coverage were not as large, but still exceeded 65%. The 90 dB level of the
wayside horn covered 0.4% of the Village area; at 70 dB coverage represented 28%. Part of the
drop in the area covered occurs because of the way that contours, especially when the train horns
were in use, were estimated from a small sample of locations. Additionally, some of the
differences reflect a greater likelihood of reflections and other elements affecting the distribution
pattern of the sound.
Interestingly, village officials estimate that the favorable to unfavorable comment ratio from
residents is approximately 10 to 1. It corresponds closely to the approximate reduction in
persons exposed to the louder sounds.
Discussion of coverage in general, however, ignores potential negative impact of the wayside
horn on individuals. It differs from the train horn in two distinct manners. First, at a given
sound level parallel to the roadway, the wayside horn may extend a longer distance than did the
train horn. Some persons may hear the horn at a higher volume than previously. Also, because
the wayside horns sound for a longer period, approximately 35 seconds versus 18 seconds, the
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sound exposure level at a given decibel reading would be higher. Moreover, the wayside horn
produces a constant sound pressure level; whereas, the train horn level would be increasing.
However, as the sound measurements show, the wayside horn has resulted in a significant
improvement in the quality-of-life for Mundelein residents based on sound exposure. This also
was the finding from the residential survey (see Chapter 4).
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Chapter 6
Summary and Other Issues
This evaluation of the automated wayside horn system (AWHS) compared the new system to the
train horn. It examined three elements for differences:
1. Motorists violations of the law governing gated highway-rail crossings along with
perceptions of its safety from drivers and railroad train engineers.
2. The nature of the sound heard by the motorist and the potential effects of any differences
on safety at the highway-rail crossing.
3. Quality-of-life for residents as measured both by sound levels, and how the residents
perceived the loudness and annoyance of the two warning devices.
With the introduction of the AWHS, motorists’ violations of the crossing gates decreased 68%.
This difference had less than a 0.0001 likelihood of occurring by chance. The largest change
came from Type 1 violations or driving under the closing gates. Because so few motorists drove
around the gates during the observation period when train horns were in use, decreases occurring
during the period with the wayside horn could not be said to be statistically significant. In
responses to the surveys, both engineers and residents indicated that they believed the wayside
horn created a safer crossing environment for motorists. Because there were no other known
changes to the operation of the roadways, the wayside horn is the most likely factor in the
reduction of violations.
Crossing Violations
Type 1 violations (driving under descending gates) were most affected with the wayside horn.
Because it started sounding when the gates activated, it reinforced the message given by the
flashing lights. As a result, motorists appeared more likely to come to a halt, if they had time,
rather than chance driving under the descending gates. Whether the same outcome would exist if
the horn was sounded at a later time, perhaps in a manner similar to the train horn is not known.
This condition would have to be studied.
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When examining the Type 2 violations (driving around the closed gates), none occurred at
Allanson Road.17 At this crossing, there is a 6-inch (15-centimeter) raised concrete median,
approximately 8 feet (2.4 meters) in width that extends approximately 40 (12 meters) feet back
from the tracks. While this does not quite meet the FRA standards, it appears to have been
sufficient in preventing drivers from going around the gates. Except for the two drivers on
Maple Avenue who drove around the queue waiting as a result of malfunction gates, all of the
drivers who went around the gates were the first vehicle in line. Restricting the easy ability to
cross the center line for up to 30 feet (9 meters) back from the gate probably would eliminate
most Type 2 violations. There are several alternates to concrete medians available that could be
tested (see Appendix C).
Change in Sound as Perceived by Motorists
The sound studies showed that, in terms of nature and quality of sound, what the motorist heard
from the wayside horn was no different from what he or she heard from the train horn. However,
there were two differences in sound delivery. The first was that the train horn provides a sense
of movement because it gradually increases in volume. The wayside horn starts and remains at a
constant volume. The second difference was that the wayside horn sounds when the crossing
warning lights first activate while the train horn usually is not heard until after the gates are fully
descended. There was concern, born out on the videotapes, that drivers who have received no
warning that the automated horn is about to sound (such as having the crossing warning lights
flashing) would react abnormally. The current operation of the AWHS could be likened to
mounting a fire siren at an intersection and having it sound the moment the traffic signal turns
yellow. It may be more desirable for motorists to be given some prior warning that the horn is
about to sound, such as activating the warning lights first. A second might be to start the
wayside horn at a lower decibel level (akin to the train horn first being heard at a distance from
the crossing) before bringing it to full volume. Both of these options are discussed in greater
detail in Appendix C.
Horn Sound in Residential Areas
Residential quality-of-life, as measured by the noise levels of the crossing warnings, improved
significantly with the AWHS. At all levels, from 70 to 90 decibels, the reductions in the area
covered by a given decibel level, ranged between 65% and 85%. When residents living near the
crossings were surveyed about the wayside horns as compared to the train horns, more than 80%
of the respondents indicated that their quality-of-life had improved. As the comments showed
17

The fatality that occurred at this crossing in November 2002 resulted from the driver whose BAC
was well above the legal limit passing traffic driving to the left of the median barrier, and colliding with
the train.
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(Appendix I), the noise level still has significant negative effects on some persons. If some of
the recommendations appearing in Appendix C were implemented, this also should result in a
reduction of the annoyance from the wayside horn while not compromising crossing safety.
There are several other issues about highway-rail crossings related to differences in how
motorists behavior might change between the train horn and wayside horn which could be
investigated further. These also are examined in Appendix C. Resolution of the issues should
enhance the use of a wayside horn.
The conclusion then drawn from this study is that the wayside horn significantly reduces
highway-rail crossing violations. It accomplishes this task while improving the quality-of-life
for nearby residents.
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Appendix A
Swift Rail Development Act of 1994
and Federal Railroad Administration Rulemaking for Gated Highway-Rail Crossings
Swift Rail Development Act of 1994
49 U.S.C. Section 20153
Audible Warnings at Highway-Rail Grade Crossings
01/26/98
TITLE 49 - TRANSPORTATION
SUBTITLE V - RAIL PROGRAMS
PART A - SAFETY
CHAPTER 201 - GENERAL
SUBCHAPTER II - PARTICULAR ASPECTS OF SAFETY
Sec. 20153. Audible warnings at highway-rail grade crossings
STATUTE
(a) Definitions. As used in this section
(1) the term “highway-rail grade crossing” includes any street or highway crossing over a
line of railroad at grade;
(2) the term “locomotive horn” refers to a train-borne audible warning device meeting
standards specified by the Secretary of Transportation; and
(3) the term “supplementary safety measure” refers to a safety system or procedure,
provided by the appropriate traffic control authority or law enforcement authority responsible for
safety at the highway-rail grade crossing, that is determined by the Secretary to be an effective
substitute for the locomotive horn in the prevention of highway-rail casualties. A traffic control
arrangement that prevents careless movement over the crossing (e.g., as where adequate median
barriers prevent movement around crossing gates extending over the full width of the lanes in the
particular direction of travel), and that conforms to standards prescribed by the Secretary under
this subsection, shall be deemed to constitute a supplementary safety measure. The following do
not, individually or in combination, constitute supplementary safety measures within the
meaning of this subsection: standard traffic control devices or arrangements such as reflectorized
crossbucks, stop signs, flashing lights, flashing lights with gates that do not completely block
travel over the line of railroad, or traffic signals.
(b) Requirement. - The Secretary of Transportation shall prescribe regulations requiring that
a locomotive horn shall be sounded while each train is approaching and entering upon each
public highway-rail grade crossing.
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(c) Exception. - (1) In issuing such regulations, the Secretary may except from the
requirement to sound the locomotive horn any categories of rail operations or categories of
highway-rail grade crossings (by train speed or other factors specified by regulation) (A) that the Secretary determines not to present a significant risk with respect to loss of life
or serious personal injury;
(B) for which use of the locomotive horn as a warning measure is impractical; or
(C) for which, in the judgment of the Secretary, supplementary safety measures fully
compensate for the absence of the warning provided by the locomotive horn.
(2) In order to provide for safety and the quiet of communities affected by train operations,
the Secretary may specify in such regulations that any supplementary safety measures must be
applied to all highway-rail grade crossings within a specified distance along the railroad in order
to be excepted from the requirement of this section.
(d) Application for Waiver or Exemption. - Notwithstanding any other provision of this
subchapter, the Secretary may not entertain an application for waiver or exemption of the
regulations issued under this section unless such application shall have been submitted jointly by
the railroad carrier owning, or controlling operations over, the crossing and by the appropriate
traffic control authority or law enforcement authority. The Secretary shall not grant any such
application unless, in the judgment of the Secretary, the application demonstrates that the safety
of highway users will not be diminished.
(e) Development of Supplementary Safety Measures. (1) In order to promote the quiet of communities affected by rail operations and the
development of innovative safety measures at highway-rail grade crossings, the Secretary may,
in connection with demonstration of proposed new supplementary safety measures, order
railroad carriers operating over one or more crossings to cease temporarily the sounding of
locomotive horns at such crossings. Any such measures shall have been subject to testing and
evaluation and deemed necessary by the Secretary prior to actual use in lieu of the locomotive
horn.
(2) The Secretary may include in regulations issued under this subsection special procedures
for approval of new supplementary safety measures meeting the requirements of subsection
(c)(1) of this section following successful demonstration of those measures.
(f) Specific Rules. - The Secretary may, by regulation, provide that the following crossings
over railroad lines shall be subject, in whole or in part, to the regulations required under this
section:
(1) Private highway-rail grade crossings.
(2) Pedestrian crossings.
(3) Crossings utilized primarily by nonmotorized vehicles and other special vehicles.
Regulations issued under this subsection shall not apply to any location where persons are not
authorized to cross the railroad.
(g) Issuance. - The Secretary shall issue regulations required by this section pertaining to
categories of highway-rail grade crossings that in the judgment of the Secretary pose the greatest
safety hazard to rail and highway users not later than 24 months following November 2, 1994.
The Secretary shall issue regulations pertaining to any other categories of crossings not later than
48 months following November 2, 1994.
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(h) Impact of Regulations. - The Secretary shall include in regulations prescribed under this
section a concise statement of the impact of such regulations with respect to the operation of
section 20106 of this title (national uniformity of regulation).
(i) Regulations. - In issuing regulations under this section, the Secretary (1) shall take into account the interest of communities that (A) have in effect restrictions on the sounding of a locomotive horn at highway-rail grade
crossings; or
(B) have not been subject to the routine (as defined by the Secretary) sounding of a
locomotive horn at highway-rail grade crossings;
(2) shall work in partnership with affected communities to provide technical assistance and
shall provide a reasonable amount of time for local communities to install supplementary safety
measures, taking into account local safety initiatives (such as public awareness initiatives and
highway-rail grade crossing traffic law enforcement programs) subject to such terms and
conditions as the Secretary deems necessary, to protect public safety; and
(3) may waive (in whole or in part) any requirement of this section (other than a
requirement of this subsection or subsection (j)) that the Secretary determines is not likely to
contribute significantly to public safety. (j) Effective Date of Regulations. - Any regulations
under this section shall not take effect before the 365th day following the date of publication of
the final rule
-SOURCE(Added Pub. L. 103-440, title III, Sec. 302(a), Nov. 2, 1994, 108 Stat. 4626; amended Pub. L.
104-264, title XII, Sec. 1218(a), Oct. 9, 1996, 110 Stat. 3285; Pub. L. 104-287, Sec. 5(51), Oct.
11, 1996, 110 Stat. 3393.)
AMENDMENTS
1996 - Subsec. (g). Pub. L. 104-287 substituted ''November 2, 1994'' for ''the date of enactment
of this section'' in two places. Subsecs. (i), (j). Pub. L. 104-264 added subsecs. (i) and (j).
EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1996 AMENDMENT
Except as otherwise specifically provided, amendment by Pub. L. 104-264 applicable only to
fiscal years beginning after Sept. 30, 1996, and not to be construed as affecting funds made
available for a fiscal year ending before Oct. 1, 1996, see section 3 of Pub. L. 104-264, set out as
a note under section 106 of this title.
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Federal Rail Administration
Use of Locomotive Horns at Highway-Rail Grade Crossings
Proposed Rule (Condensed)
[Federal Register: January 13, 2000 (Volume 65, Number 9)]
[Page 2229-2270] wais.access.gpo.gov
Part II
Department of Transportation
Federal Railroad Administration
49 CFR Parts 222 and 229
[Docket No. FRA-1999-6439, Notice No. 1]
RIN 2130-AA71
AGENCY: Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), Department of
Transportation (DOT).
ACTION: Notice of proposed rulemaking.
SUMMARY: FRA is proposing rules to require that a locomotive horn be sounded while a train
is approaching and entering a public highway-rail crossing. The proposed rules also provide for
an exception to the above requirement in circumstances in which there is not a significant risk of
loss of life or serious personal injury, use of the locomotive horn is impractical, or
supplementary safety measures fully compensate for the absence of the warning provided by the
horn. This rule is required by law.
In comparing the collision differences at crossings with gates and those without gates, FRA
found that about 55 percent of the collisions at crossings with gates occurred when motorists
deliberately drove around lowered gates. These collisions occurred 128 percent more often at
crossings with whistle bans than at other crossings. Another 18 percent of the collisions occurred
while motorists were stopped on the crossings, probably waiting for vehicles ahead to move
forward. There were smaller percentages of collisions involving stalled and abandoned vehicles.
Suicides are not included in the collision counts. At crossings equipped with flashing signal
lights and/or other active warning devices, but not gates, collisions occurred 119 percent more
often at crossings subject to bans. A distinction should be made between the two circumstances.
In the case of lowered gates, it is the motorist’s decision to circumvent a physical barrier to take
a clearly unsafe and unlawful action that can result in a collision. However, in the case of
crossings with flashing light signals and/or other active devices, collisions may be more the
result of a motorist's error in judgement rather than a deliberate violation of the state's motor
vehicle laws. The ambiguity of flashing lights at crossings, which in other traffic control
situations indicate that the motorist may proceed after stopping, when safe to do so, coupled
with the difficulty of correctly judging the rate of approach of a large object such as a
locomotive, may contribute to this phenomenon. FRA's collision data show that the added
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warning provided by the train horn is most critical at crossings without gates but which are
equipped with other types of active warning devices.
Section 222.7 Definitions
This proposed rule uses various terms which are not widely understood or which, for purposes
of this rulemaking, have very specific definitions. This section defines the following terms:
“Barrier curb” means a highway curb designed to discourage a motor vehicle from leaving the
roadway. FRA proposes to define such curb as a curb more than six inches, measured from the
surface of the roadway. As with mountable curbs and channelization devices, additional design
requirements are left to the standard specifications used by the governmental entity constructing
the engineering improvements.
“Channelization device” means one of a continuous series of highly visible obstacles placed
between opposing highway lanes designed to alert or guide traffic around an obstacle or to direct
traffic in a particular direction. Channelization devices must be at least 2.5 feet high and placed a
maximum of seven feet apart.
“Effectiveness rate” means the effectiveness of a supplementary safety measure in reducing
the probability of a collision at a highway-rail grade crossing. (Effectiveness is indicated by a
number between zero and one which represents the reduction of the probability of a collision as a
result of the installation of a supplementary safety measure when compared to the same crossing
equipped with conventional automated warning systems of flashing lights, gates and bells. Zero
effectiveness means that the supplementary safety measure provides no reduction in the
probability of a collision (there is no effectiveness) while an effectiveness rating of one means
that the supplementary safety measure is totally effective in reducing collisions. Measurements
between zero and one reflect the percentage by which the supplementary safety measure reduces
the probability of a collision. Thus, a supplementary safety measure with effectiveness of .37
reduces the probability of a collision by 37 percent).
“Locomotive horn” means a locomotive air horn, steam whistle, or similar audible warning
device mounted on a locomotive or control cab car. The terms “locomotive horn,” “train
whistle,” “locomotive whistle,’’ and “train horn” are used interchangeably in the railroad
industry. Specifications concerning audible warning devices on locomotives other than steam
locomotives are contained in 49 CFR 229.129.
“Median” means an “island” or the portion of a divided highway separating the travel ways
for traffic in opposite directions. A median is bounded by mountable or barrier curbs.
``Mountable curb'' means a highway curb designed to permit a motor vehicle to leave a
roadway when required. It is a curb not more than six inches high measured from the roadway
surface, with a well rounded top edge. Additional design specifications are determined by the
standard traffic design specifications used by the governmental entity constructing the mountable
curb.
“Positive train control territory” means, for purposes of this part, a line of railroad on which
railroad operations are governed by a train control system which is capable of determining the
position of the train in relation to a highway-rail grade crossing and capable of computing the
time of arrival of the train at the crossing which results in the automatic operation of the
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locomotive horn or the automatic prompting of the locomotive engineer such that the horn is
sounded at a predetermined time prior to the locomotive's arrival at the crossing.
“Public highway-rail grade crossing” means a location where a public highway, road, or street,
including associated sidewalks or pathways, crosses one or more active railroad tracks at grade.
Public highway-rail grade crossing also referred to in this part as “highway-rail crossings,”
“public grade crossing,” and “grade crossing,” includes pedestrian walkways or other pathways
when associated or part of a larger public highway, road or street crossing.
“Quiet zone” means a segment of a rail line within which is situated one or a number of
consecutive highway-rail crossings at which locomotive horns are not routinely sounded.
“Railroad” means any form of nonhighway ground transportation that runs on rails or
electromagnetic guideways and any entity providing such transportation, including (i) Commuter
or other short- haul railroad passenger service in a metropolitan or suburban area and commuter
railroad service that was operated by the Consolidated Rail Corporation on January 1, 1979; and
(ii) high speed ground transportation systems that connect metropolitan areas, without regard to
whether those systems use new technologies not associated with traditional railroads; but does
not include rapid transit operations in an urban area that are not connected to the general
railroad system of transportation.
“Supplementary safety measure” means a safety system or procedure established in
accordance with this part which is provided by the appropriate traffic control authority or law
enforcement authority and that is determined by the Administrator to be an effective substitute
for the locomotive horn in the prevention of highway-rail casualties.
“Whistle board” means a post or sign directed toward oncoming trains and bearing the letter
“W” or equivalent symbol, erected at a distance from a grade crossing, which indicates to the
locomotive engineer that the locomotive horn should be sounded beginning at that point.
Section 222.33 Establishment of Quiet Zones
Methods of Establishing a Quiet Zone
Appendix A
1. Temporary Closure of a Public Highway-rail Grade Crossing. This supplementary safety
measure has the advantage of obvious safety and thus will more than compensate for the lack of
a locomotive horn during the periods of crossing closure. The required conditions for closure are
intended to ensure that vehicles are not able to enter the crossing. In order to avoid driver
confusion and uncertainty, the crossing must be closed during the same hours every day and may
only be closed during one period each 24 hours. FRA believes that such consistency will avoid
unnecessary automobile to automobile collisions in addition to avoiding collisions with trains.
Activation and deactivation of the system is the responsibility of the local traffic control
authority or the entity responsible for maintenance of the street or highway crossing the railroad.
Responsibility for activation and deactivation of the system may be contracted to another party,
however the appropriate governmental entity shall remain fully responsible for compliance with
the requirements of this section. In addition, the system must be tamper and vandal resistant to
the same extent as other traffic control devices.
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2. Four-quadrant Gate System
A four-quadrant gate system involves the installation of gates at a public highway-rail grade
crossing to fully block highway traffic from entering the crossing when the gates are lowered.
This system includes at least one gate for each direction of traffic on each approach. A four
quadrant gate system is meant to prevent a motorist from entering the oncoming lane of traffic to
avoid a fully lowered gate in the motorist’s lane of traffic. Because an additional gate would also
be fully lowered in the other lane of the road, the motorist would be fully blocked from entering
the crossing.
In defining “supplementary safety measures” Congress approved use of four-quadrant gates as
supplementary safety measures. The definition states in part: “A traffic control arrangement that
prevents careless movement over the crossing (e.g., as where adequate median barriers prevent
movement around crossing gates extending over the full width of the lanes in the particular
direction of travel), and that conforms to the standards prescribed by the Secretary * * * shall be
deemed to constitute a supplementary safety measure.” The Association of American Railroads
(AAR) has shared with FRA its views on four-quadrant gates. The AAR states, “Since the
operation of 4-quadrant gates has not yet been fully tried and proven, a false perception has been
conveyed to [municipalities and state transportation agencies]. Continual advocacy of 4quadrant gates * * * has put undue burdens on the railroads and its supply industry. The railroads
are committed to grade crossing safety but are not exactly sure how 4-quadrant gates shall
operate or if they will provide any additional benefits.* * *” The AAR requested that FRA
“abstain from advocating the application of 4-quadrant gates until the operational and liability
issues have been resolved.” The AAR also submitted for FRA consideration a study entitled
“Design of Gate Delay and Gate Interval Time for Four-Quadrant Gate System at RailroadHighway Grade Crossings” by Dr. Fred Coleman of the University of Illinois. Dr. Coleman
studied safe operating time parameters of four-quadrant gates.
3. Gates with Medians or Channelization Devices
Keeping highway traffic on both highway approaches to a public highway-rail grade crossing
in the proper lane denies the highway user the option of circumventing gates in the approach
lanes by switching into the opposing (oncoming) traffic lane in order to drive around a lowered
gate to cross the tracks.
FRA therefore proposes to require that gates with medians or channelization devices be
considered supplementary safety measures if the following conditions are met. Opposing traffic
lanes on both highway approaches to the crossing must be separated by either: (1) Medians
bounded by barrier curbs, or (2) medians bounded by mountable curbs if equipped with
channelization devices. Such medians must extend at least 100 feet from the gate, unless there is
an intersection within that distance. If so, the median or channelization device must extent at
least 60 feet from the gate. Intersections within 60 feet of the gate must be closed or moved. The
crossing warning system must be equipped with constant warning time system. Additionally, the
horizontal gap between the lowered gate and the median or channelization device must be one
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foot or less. As in other installations, “break-away” channelization devices must be monitored
frequently, and broken elements replaced. Also, as at all crossings within a quiet zone, signs
must be posted alerting motorists to the fact that the train horns are not sounded.
FRA estimates that mountable curbs with channelization devices have an effectiveness of .75
and barrier curbs with or without channelization devices have an effectiveness of .80. FRA has
found that a gate installation in North Carolina with channelization devices 60 feet long and
longer reduced violations by 77 percent. The period of data collection was 22 months. FRA
requests that commenters address whether the estimate of .75 should be further reduced to reflect
the novelty effect of the improvements at this crossing?
A gate installation in the State of Washington equipped with barrier curbs (with
channelization devices), 99 feet long on one approach and 30 feet long on the other, experienced
reductions in violations of 97.5 and 95.6 percent respectively during a 4 month test period
while train horns continued to sound. Given the short period of observation, the novelty effect of
the installation would be expected to result in somewhat superior performance to that which
would be expected over the long term, particularly on the approach with the 30 foot median.
Further, the particular application involved allowed for a clearly channelized two-lane, tangent
roadway on level ground with median separation between two main tracks. In this setting,
expectations concerning motorist behavior were exceptionally clear. As noted, the train horn
continued to blow, reinforcing the engineering improvements. Accordingly, these data are not
taken as indicative of the average or typical installation in a whistle ban environment. It may be
possible to describe combined effectiveness rates for barrier medians and mountable medians of
varying lengths. Comments are requested on how this can best be accomplished.
5. Photo Enforcement
An automated means of gathering valid photographic or video evidence of violations of traffic
laws relating to highway-rail grade crossings can be an effective supplementary safety measure
if there is sufficient support and follow through by the law enforcement and judicial community.
FRA would require that state law authorize use of photographic evidence both to bring charges
against the vehicle owner and sustain the burden of proof that a traffic law violation has
occurred. This would need to be accompanied by the commitment of the law enforcement and
judicial communities to vigorously enforce the traffic laws in this area. Evidence of sufficient
commitment would be traffic law violation penalties (and collection) sufficiently large to deter
violations. Although we do not intend to mandate any specific penalty, we suggest that a fine of
at least $100 be assessed against the violator. We note that some states have substantially higher
penalties, such as Illinois and Florida with $500 fines. Other possible measures of sufficient
deterrence could include one or more points posted against a violator's driving license. We
specifically invite comment as to whether FRA should require specific minimum penalties
before acceptance as a supplementary safety measure, and if so, what the minimum level of
penalty should be.
The proposed rule would also require that the photo enforcement system have a means to
reliably detect violations (such as loop detectors and video imaging technology) and photo or
video equipment deployed to capture images sufficient to convict violators under state law. FRA
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does not propose to require that every public highway-rail grade crossing be equipped with
cameras for continual monitoring. FRA believes the goal of deterrence may be accomplished by
moving the surveillance equipment among several crossing locations, as long as the motorist
perceives the strong possibility that a violation of the law will lead to sanctions. Therefore, each
location should appear identical to the motorist, whether or not the camera or video equipment is
actually within the housing or equivalent equipment. We invite comment as to whether FRA
should specify a minimum ratio of operating equipment to empty housings (such as 25 percent),
or a minimum number of monitoring hours per housing, and if so, what the minimum levels
should be.
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Appendix B
Wayside Horn Sites and Crossings Used for Evaluation

Map of Nine Highway-Rail Crossings
Showing Location of Cameras
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Allanson Road
Eastbound and Westbound
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Hawley Street
Eastbound and Westbound
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Maple Avenue (IL Route 176)
Eastbound and Westbound
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Appendix C
Issues Arising from the Evaluation of the Wayside Horn
at Gated Highway-Rail Crossings
A number of issues arose during the course of the study that could enhance the operation of both
the highway-rail crossings and the wayside horn. Each of the sections below suggests further
need for study.
Relationship of the Wayside Horn to the Train Horn
The Swift Rail Development Act of 1994 (November 1994) became U.S. law primarily in
response to the research conducted in Florida that compared crashes with and without a train
horn ban (Coleman and Stewart 1990). The study showed a significant increase in crashes when
the train horns were banned at gated highway-rail crossings. The Federal Railroad
Administration was charged with rulemaking to implement the law (FRA). At the time the law
passed and rulemaking initiated, the automated wayside horn system (AWHS) was an unknown
element. Only after the research in Gering, Nebraska, (Multer and Rapoza 1998) was it
suggested that wayside horns could be as effective in rail safety as were the train horns. The
Mundelein study covered in this report showed many fewer crossing violations with the wayside
horn.
What is important to recognize in the Swift Rail Development Act and subsequent rulemaking
by the FRA when applied to highway-rail crossing protected by crossing gates is that the horn or
options to the horn are designed to keep motorists from driving around the gates. The train horn
obviously fills such a requirement in that it reminds motorists waiting at closed gates that a train
is approaching. As shown in Chapter 2, most of the times a train horn sounded in Mundelein, it
started at least 5 seconds after the gates had been closed.
On the other hand, the wayside horn initiates when the crossing’s red warning lights begin to
flash. This means that the motorist hears the wayside horn before the gates descend, not after.
Having the horn sound at that time raises several questions. The potential danger arising from
motorists startled by the sound of a train horn with no prior warning has already been treated in
the report.
A second issue is a philosophic one. If the purpose of a horn, whether it comes from the train or
from a wayside operation is to convince the motorists to obey the gate closing law, that is stop when
the gates are closing, then the train horn does not serve that purpose. On the other hand, if the
purpose of the horn is to reinforce the message “do not drive around the gates,” then the wayside
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horn probably sounds too early (and, more importantly, even during unwarranted gate activations).
What is important in this discussion is that the Swift Rail Development Act and accompanying
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) rulemaking clearly speaks to driving around the gates.
None of the proposed operations at gated crossings, train horn, four-quadrant gates, or median
barriers will prevent driving under closing gates.
Gradually Increasing the Volume of the Wayside Horn
As the sound studies at the crossings showed in Chapter 5, with the train horn the motorist hears
a gradually increasing volume. The volume for the initial horn blast was between 76 and 84 dB
within the built-up area (lower outside the area). This is between 12 and 20 dB less than
readings showed for the wayside horn. By the time the train reaches the crossing, the sound
levels exceed that of the wayside horn, but only on the last blast. At this point, the train is
almost into the crossing. Unless the motorist was attempting to beat the train, as probably
occurred at the Allanson Road crash in November 2002, drivers should not be attempting to go
around the gate. What is important about this increasing volume is that it provides a sense of
movement. The wayside horn does not provide this sense. Providing a ramp-up for the wayside
horn could provide an additional cue provided by the train horn, that is, one of an approaching
train. Research on such increasing volume should accompany research on delaying the sounding
of the wayside horn.
Associated with gradual increase in volume has been the issue of directionality raised by others
interested in highway-rail grade crossing safety. The issue was not studied. However, given that
the motorist already has been stopped by closed gates and must deliberately drive around the
gates, this would be the only time directionality might come into play. Obviously, the same
would not be true at non-gated crossings where a driver can cross the tracks provided a train “is
not close enough to constitute a hazard.”
Notifying Motorists about Closing Gates
The use of flashing red lights always has been used to alert motorists about the presence of a
train approaching the crossing. However, they also alert motorists to a change in status of the
crossing from no train to an approaching train. No other traffic control device faced by motorists
warns of a change in status by initially employing a red light. The most common similar device
faced by motorists is the traffic signal. It warns of a change by displaying a yellow signal for
three or more seconds before the red signal is displayed. There are many locations in the
Chicago metropolitan area where, because of a crossing street paralleling railroad tracks, the
traffic signal is placed prior to the crossing. Motorists see a yellow signal at the time the gates
activate. An argument could be made that changing the warning at a crossing to yellow from red
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would not change the Type 1 violations because persons also run the red light. Unless research
was done, this argument cannot be resolved. However, enforcement of the crossing violations
would be easier. The police need only to know that the light has turned red; they do not have to
estimate when the crossing gates had begun to descend.
Reducing the Opportunity to Drive Around the Gates
Driving around the gates was a minimal problem both before and after the horns were installed.
In Mundelein, most motorists are familiar with the crossings. They know from experience that
wait times for trains generally are relatively short. Even a 6,000-foot train traveling at the posted
limit of 50 mph will keep the crossing closed for no more than two minutes. Where a delay is
possible, especially for the crossings at Hawley Street, Park Street, and Maple Avenue, motorists
easily can seek another crossing. What was noted in Chapter 3 was no one drove around the
gates at Allanson Road during either taping period. The Allanson crossing has an eight-foot
wide median approximately 40 feet long stretching on either side of the crossing. Although the
barrier at Allanson Road does not meet the FRA specifications (they have specified 100 feet), it
appears to have served the intended purpose. What was noted in regard to all motorists who did
drive around (with the exception of the gate malfunction) was that it was the first motorist
(normally the only motorist) waiting at the gate. This motorist had to back up in order to pull
around the gate. A short barrier, either of raised concrete or reflectorized divider posts such as
found in Lacy, Washington, probably would prove sufficient to prevent most drivers from
attempting the Type 2 violation. The reflectorized dividing posts would prove a better approach
where there are entrances near the railroad tracks and vehicles need to cross the center line to
obtain access to or exit from those entrances. Such posts could be spaced wide enough at that
location to allow such movement. Flexible posts also would allow emergency vehicles trapped
by descending gates to cross over to the opposite lane in the event that the gates had activated
without a train being present.
Warning Time
Technically, the crossing gate system provides no warning to the motorist. The beginning of the
cycle is signaled by flashing red lights. Under Illinois Law (and reflecting the NUTCLO 2000
model law), the flashing signal requires the motorist to stop, then proceed. However, it also
exempts grade crossings and refers to the crossing law. Yet, the crossing law does not appear to
exempt motorist from stopping at the red flashing signal.
In a number of places, generally because of inadequate distances between the rail crossing and
an intersection street, rail crossing signals are being supplemented by traffic signals. Now, there
is a yellow signal and accompanying red flashing lights. With the advent of LED (liquid
emitting diode) signal heads, changing colors in one signal head also has become possible. If the
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active crossing warning system is brought into line with traffic signal control operation, there
could be an increased likelihood of better compliance both with stopping at flashing signal only
crossings and with reducing the likelihood of driving under the gates. At this point, the wayside
horn can then be used to eliminate the train horn while sending the message of the train horn.
False Activations
Previous studies, such as in Gering, Nebraska, indicated that gates often activate without the
presence of a train. This event happened more than 10% of the time at two crossings in
Mundelein: Allanson Road and Hawley Street. At Allanson Road, the activations arose from
two sources: a southbound train sitting approximately 50 feet north of the crossing waiting for
the single-track to the south to clear, and switching movements being conducted near the
crossing. More than 70% of the activations at Hawley Street occurred when a northbound
commuter train stopped at the station located about 1,500 feet (300 meters) south of the Hawley
Street crossing. Once double tracking is completed, the number of trains stopping at the station
will more than double.
When the train horn was used, these false activations were just a delay for the motorists.
Because the wayside horn starts when the red lights begin to flash, motorists (and others crossing
the tracks) are subject to a very loud (92 to 96 decibel sound) for an extended period. For the
waiting train at Allanson and the Metra train in the station, this period is at least 60 seconds long
at which time the gates automatically open and the horn stops. Where the reason for this
activation is not obvious, for example switching movements or false activations, the user may
come to ignore the meaning of the horn.
This issue has no easy answer because of how the crossing system works (it is independent of
the train engineer). Reducing the length of time that the wayside horn sounds (as discussed
above), might reduce some of the potentially negative outcome. However, the only potential
solution is to integrate the operation of the wayside horn with the operation of the train. Given
the improvements in electronics and introduction of geo-positioning satellite (GPS) operations
for the trains, integrating the train movement and wayside horn use could be done.
What remains, however, is the issue of false activations. Recommended here is a need for
research into how these activations can be reduced, if not eliminated. Given that 60% of all
Type 1 violations (driving under descending gates) occurring on Hawley Street happened when
the queue was clearing from a previous false activation, such research could lead to substantial
reductions in crossing violations.
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Pedestrians and Bicyclists
This evaluation did not address pedestrians and bicyclists using the crossings. At Hawley Street,
especially, pedestrians and bicyclists often are at the gates when they descend. The perception
from viewing these tapes is that pedestrians and bicyclists ignore the gates until the train
presence is obvious. The introduction of the wayside horn did not appear to change that
outcome. This perception should be documented. One important hypothesis for this user group
is that the wayside horn might encourage violations; two reasons are given. First, because the
horn starts at the time the warning lights start, and a train is not obviously near (even as the gates
are descending), the users may simply ignore the warning. This increases the danger that a
person may ignore the horn when a train is at or near the crossing. The second reasoning is that
those using the crossing may simply cross to avoid the very loud and lengthy sound.
Changes in how pedestrian crossings are protected also should be investigated to help reduce
these violations. If the pedestrian could not easily get around the gates, the incentive to cross
would be lessened. At Hawley Street and Maple Avenue, there are pedestrian gates that could be
part of a modified system. The bicyclist who rides around the closed gates (and several were
observed) will remain a problem. Here, the only practical response may continue to be
enforcement.
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Appendix D
Sites Used for Residential Sound Studies
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Appendix E
Residents and Engineers Surveys

Mundelein Residents - Railroad Horn Survey
August 2002
In the past year, the Village of Mundelein has installed “automated wayside horns” at all
highway-rail crossings as an alternative to the use of horns mounted on the trains. The
Northwestern University Center for Public Safety has been working with the Village to assess
the effectiveness of these wayside horns. This survey is part of that effort. The Village selected
your address as part of a random sample. We are asking your assistance in learning how you
perceive the new horns. It also asks how drivers in your family regard railroad crossing safety
with the wayside horn compared to the train horn.
The wayside horns became operational in April of this year. Several questions ask you to
compare the wayside horns to train horns as you remember them sounding prior to April.
When you complete it, please place the survey in the enclosed postage-paid envelope and return
it. If you wish to make additional comments, please do so. Only the research team at
Northwestern University will see the individual surveys and no individual responses will be
identified with any specific person.

Thank you
Roy Lucke and Richard Raub
Northwestern University Center for Public Safety

PLEASE START ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THIS LETTER

Please Turn Over
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Please mark most appropriate answer
1. When at home, for each of the following periods, how frequently do you hear the wayside horn?
Time

Never

Occasionall

Often

All the

Daytime (7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.)

O

O

O

O

Evening (7:00 p.m. to 11:00

O

O

O

O

Night (11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.)

O

O

O

O

2.

If you hear the wayside horn, for each of the following periods, how loud is it?

Time

Not at All
Loud

Slightly
Loud

Moderatel
y Loud

Very
Loud

Extremely
Loud

Daytime (7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.)

O

O

O

O

O

Evening (7:00 p.m. to 11:00

O

O

O

O

O

Night (11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.)

O

O

O

O

O

3. If you hear the wayside horn, for each of the following periods, how annoying is it?
Time

Not
Annoyin
g

Daytime (7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.)

Slightly
Annoying

Moderatel
y
Annoying

Very
Annoying

Extremely
Annoying

O

O

O

O

O

Evening (7:00 p.m. to 11:00

O

O

O

O

O

Night (11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.)

O

O

O

O

O

4. Comparing the loudness of the wayside horn to the loudness of the train horn for each of the
following periods, the wayside horn is...?
Not
Noticeable

Less Loud

Just as
Loud

Louder

Daytime (7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.)

O

O

O

O

Evening (7:00 p.m. to 11:00

O

O

O

O

Night (11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.)

O

O

O

O

5. At home, comparing the annoyance of the wayside horn to the loudness of the train horn, the
wayside horn is...?
Not
Noticeable

Less
Annoying

Just as
Annoying

More
Annoying

Daytime (7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.)

O

O

O

O

Evening (7:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.)

O

O

O

O

Night (11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.)

O

O

O

O
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Mundelein Residents - Railroad Horn Survey
August 2002
6. For each of the tasks below, how frequently does the wayside horn interfere with the
activity?
Activity
Listening to radio, television,

Never
O

Occasional
O

Often
O

All the
O

Talking on the telephone

O

O

O

O

Reading

O

O

O

O

Sleeping

O

O

O

O

Keeping the windows open

O

O

O

O

Outdoor activities

O

O

O

O

7. How often have you taken the following steps to minimize the sound of the wayside
horn?
Actions
Covered your ears

Never
O

Occasional
O

Often
O

All the
O

Stopped talking

O

O

O

O

Turned up the volume

O

O

O

O

Closed windows

O

O

O

O

Used earplugs

O

O

O

O

8. At home, is the wayside horn more annoying indoors or out-of-doors?
Inside

O

Outside

O

Equally Annoying

O

Neither

O

9. In public places, how annoying do you find the wayside horn?
Not
Annoying

Slightly
Annoying

Moderately
Annoying

Very
Annoying

Extremely
Annoying

O

O

O

O

O

10. Have you taken or planned to take any of the following steps because of the noise?
Action
Soundproof your home

Yes
O

No
O

Landscape the yard to add sound barriers

O

O

Complained to someone in an official position, for example,

O

O

Considered moving elsewhere

O

O
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11. Comparing the wayside horn with the railroad train horn, how do rate the overall impact of
each one on the quality of your life?
Very
Negative

Negative

No Effect

Positive

Very Positive

Wayside Horn

O

O

O

O

O

Train Horn

O

O

O

O

O

For Drivers Who Cross the Railroad Tracks
12. Compared to the train horn, how does the wayside horn affect the safety of the crossings?
Wayside horn makes
them safer

O

No difference between the O
wayside horn and train horn

Train horn makes them safer
O

13. Compared to the train horn with the wayside horn, how likely is a motorist to violate the
railroad crossing law?
Less likely with the
wayside horn

Just as likely with the
wayside horn

O

O

More likely with the
wayside horn

14. The warning volume of each type of horn to the driver should be?
Made
Softer

Not
Changed

Made
Louder

Wayside Horn

O

O

O

Train Horn

O

O

O

Demographic Information
15. How long have you lived at your current address?
Less than 1 year

O

1 to 5 years

O

More than 5 years

O

16. Your current age?
Under 21

O

21 to 40

O

41 to 65

O

older than 65

Comments:
HANK YOU
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O

O

Survey of Railroad Locomotive Engineers
Locomotive Horn and Wayside Horn
Mundelein, Illinois
Wayside horns have been operating at all railroad/roadway crossings in Mundelein, Illinois,
since April of this year. The Northwestern University Center for Public Safety has been asked to
evaluate the effectiveness of these horns. The impressions and opinions of locomotive
engineers will constitute an important part of this evaluation. We request your opinion about any
changes you have seen since going from use of the locomotive horn before April 2002 to relying
on the wayside horn since April. If you had not been through Mundelein before the wayside
horn went into service, or have not been since it did, please check the box below and return the
survey.
Please blacken the circle which best represents your response. Feel free to enter any comments
which can help with our assessment.
When finished, please return the survey to the train master who will forward them to us.
Thank you
Roy Lucke and Richard Raub
Northwestern University Center for Public Safety
Trainmaster: please forward these as instructed.
Had not been through Mundelein before the wayside horn activated, or have not since (if
checked, do not complete the survey).

Please Turn Over
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Railroad Engineers Survey
Train Horn and Wayside Horn
Compare the Wayside Horn to the Train Horn
1.

With the wayside horn, the crossings are?
Safer

2.

O

Less safe

O

No difference

O

Have noticed changes in motorists’ behavior?
Unsafe behavior increased

O

Unsafe behavior decreased

O

No difference

O

Flashing Pole-Mounted Light
3.

The method of notifying me when the wayside horn is working is acceptable?
Yes

O

No

O

Use of Train Horn When Wayside Horns Are Working
4.

I have sounded the locomotive horn at the crossings when the wayside horns are working
Yes

5.

O

No

O

Why did you blow the horn (check all that apply)?

Did not see
flashing light

Concern
over
motorist or
ped.
behavior

Unaware of
horn policy

O

O

O

Habit or
forgot

Needed or
required to
sound
warning

System not
operating
properly

O

O

O

Comments:

THANK YOU
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Appendix F
Hourly and Daily Traffic Volumes
Allanson, Hawley, and Maple
Average Hourly Volumes
Hour
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Allanson
83
38
30
32
100
326
697
811
676
559
595
766
841
849
986
1,355
1,412
993
564
436
347
249
153
105

Hawley
38
17
18
16
37
115
309
431
451
460
477
546
577
532
541
632
629
511
387
311
206
130
78
44

Maple
77
45
35
24
84
280
622
713
687
692
722
756
775
745
815
804
862
755
608
471
366
261
168
95
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Average Daily Volumes
Day

Allanson

Hawley

Maple

Monday

16,138

7,869

11,204

Tuesday

13,206

8,120

12,119

Wednesday

14,001

8,220

12,873

Thursday

13,801

8,243

12,533

Friday

14,713

7,985

12,354

Saturday

10,852

6,458

9,888

Sunday

7,278

4,902

7,901
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Hourly Volumes
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Appendix G
Distribution of First Train Horn and Train Arrival Times
At the Three Crossings
Distribution of Times for First Horn
Northbound at Allanson
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Distribution of Times for Train Arrival
Northbound at Allanson
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Appendix H
Gate Closings and Type 1 Violations By Hour

Gate Closings By Hour of the Day*
Before

After
Percent

Hour

Percent

Allanson

Hawley

Maple

(all)

Allanson

Hawley

Maple

(all)

00

139

135

110

3.7%

100

129

116

4.0%

01

150

134

122

3.9%

111

143

133

4.5%

02

125

110

104

3.2%

80

115

111

3.5%

03

167

123

98

3.7%

104

120

111

3.9%

04

155

125

101

3.6%

115

151

122

4.5%

05

162

140

117

4.0%

106

149

144

4.6%

06

159

164

138

4.4%

130

181

169

5.5%

07

194

158

131

4.6%

95

172

156

4.9%

08

72

84

85

2.3%

49

101

75

2.6%

09

103

84

87

2.6%

59

109

90

3.0%

10

133

97

76

2.9%

81

127

109

3.7%

11

213

139

132

4.6%

63

94

84

2.8%

12

257

178

144

5.5%

72

111

93

3.2%

13

199

144

175

5.0%

66

126

116

3.5%

14

206

210

140

5.3%

92

217

140

5.2%

15

160

179

150

4.7%

98

158

138

4.5%

16

77

99

82

2.5%

53

89

68

2.4%

17

125

164

90

3.6%

80

181

107

4.2%

18

186

303

143

6.0%

108

314

163

6.7%

19

209

254

146

5.8%

115

221

141

5.5%

20

260

183

143

5.6%

149

177

163

5.6%

21

213

158

134

4.8%

106

135

122

4.2%

22

182

128

113

4.0%

92

133

119

4.0%

23

135

116

107

3.4%

84

122

110

3.6%

3,981

3,609

2,868

10,458

2,208

3,575

2,900

8,683

Total

* Excludes closings where train horn heard in after period or railroad workers present
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Type 1 Violations by Hour
Before

After
Percent

Hour

Percent

Allanson

Hawley

Maple

(all)

Allanson

Hawley

Maple

(all)

00

2

0

0

0.6%

0

0

0

0.0%

01

1

0

1

0.6%

0

0

0

0.0%

02

0

0

0

0.0%

0

0

0

0.0%

03

1

0

0

0.3%

0

0

0

0.0%

04

2

0

0

0.6%

0

0

0

0.0%

05

5

0

0

1.4%

0

0

0

0.0%

06

6

5

3

3.9%

2

2

0

4.3%

07

12

2

4

5.0%

1

2

1

4.3%

08

11

3

2

4.5%

0

0

2

2.2%

09

6

4

2

3.3%

2

1

1

4.3%

10

4

4

4

3.3%

2

1

2

5.4%

11

11

13

6

8.4%

0

4

1

5.4%

12

18

9

6

9.2%

2

1

1

4.3%

13

20

8

8

10.0%

2

0

1

3.3%

14

10

23

4

10.3%

3

6

1

10.9%

15

8

16

4

7.8%

1

4

0

5.4%

16

3

8

5

4.5%

3

1

0

4.3%

17

2

16

0

5.0%

0

6

0

6.5%

18

2

19

4

7.0%

1

11

1

14.1%

19

6

10

0

4.5%

3

7

2

13.0%

20

8

6

4

5.0%

4

1

0

5.4%

21

4

3

5

3.3%

1

2

0

3.3%

22

2

4

0

1.7%

0

0

2

2.2%

23

0

0

0

0.0%

0

0

1

1.1%

144

153

62

359

27

49

16

92

Total
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Appendix I
Comments from the Residential Survey

Positive/Neutral Responses
I have considered moving because of the very annoying TRAIN horns. I do believe some train
engineers receive a kick in blowing their darn horns as often and as loud as they can at all hours
of the day just to annoy the people who live near the train tracks. Please keep the wayside horn
and do away with the darn train horns. Thanks, W. G. Butler.
Please keep the wayside horn. The train horn is just too loud.
Thank you for finally recognizing a problem with the excess amount of noise from the train horns,
especially on a quiet night. The noise continually awakened us from our sleep. We moved here for
the reason of excess airplane noise at our former home only to find the train horns were as bad as the
planes over our house. My wife often commented that she thought the train engineers were drunk
and enjoyed blasting their horns to aggravate the people. I sincerely hope this trial becomes a reality
or we most assuredly will consider moving out of Mundelein to get some quiet. Thank you for your
efforts as well as the Mayor and staff.
I live about 3/4 of a mile from 3 crossings and, at this distance, have never considered the horns
a problem. But, I did find the illuminated orange crosses on the crossing gates confusing at first.
Wayside horns are great, but they present one problem. I've heard few similar comments that
wayside horn sounds as if the train was very close from the crossing making people slam on the
brakes. Potential problem for a car accident.
The sound of the wayside horn at the site is extremely grating, It should be modified for the sake
of the residents who lives adjacent to it. This system is such an improvement. Instead of hearing
horns at 4 to 5 different crossings; we only hear them at 1 to 2 positions,
I strongly believe that both the wayside horn and the warning flashing light are a great safety
feature. I believe every rail crossing should be equipped the same way as the one in Mundelein
on Butterfield south of 60. Thank you!
We like the wayside horn better than the regular train horn.
Be nice to build a underpass road for Route "60". Four lane road heavy traffic and long delay
when we have to stop for a merchandise train up to 15 minutes same time.
Answer to Question #8- It is most annoying during normal sleeping hours 9 PM to 6 AM.
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Pursue grade separation at Route 60 crossing near Butterfield.
At home from where I live, neither of those horns bother much at all. But while driving across
the railroad, I would like to hear a kind of warning sound much softer in the beginning on
wayside horn. I do not like the experience of sudden loud should ( wayside horn) especially,
while crossing the railroad. It's too surprising !
Question #12- Undecided.
I like wayside horn more than train horn. It is because the train horn had been waking up my
babies before. That really increased the stress. On the other hand, the wayside horn is much
better. Thank you for improving those problems.
I could hear the train horn at night when I went to bed. I don't notice the wayside horn. If a
motorist wants to violate a crossing law I don't think either horn will stop them. There are always
a few drivers who will take those risks.
Question #13- It shouldn't make any difference! Personally I like the train horn, but either is ok.
Maybe if the train horn was a little quieter, people wouldn't complain. But we all know people
will complain about something all the time. Life is too short to worry about how loud a
train/wayside horn is, unless you live right by it. And then one should realize there will be noise
by the tracks. Have a great day! Mary Paz
After living in our home for several years, we become very accustomed to the train noise so that
you hear it, but pay no attention to it. Just as those that live near airports and pay no mind to the
airplane noise. However, since the installation of the wayside horns, it's really only when I come
to a crossing that I really even hear them at all! Great invention!
Bring additional commuter trains to Mundelein -I don't care about the noise -Get a better
commuter schedule! The wayside horn is a vast improvement versus the train horns! Hope they
can be made permanent! I do not live near a crossing, therefore The first half of this survey does
not apply to me.
I feel the wayside horn is not loud enough unless you are right next to the crossing. I also feel the
train horns were used extensively in the past.
Question #12- You can now hear the horn at the intersection. Question #14- Train Horn
eliminated. I would choose safety over noise. I think it's a very good idea!
Question #11 -Didn't know it was there. Question #13 -Because its not the train. We are not near
the intersection (bedrooms) of a street with a railroad. We are close to the track (1 block away)
so we hear noise of freight train engines at night. Little railroad traffic during the day. Poor
commuter train service in AM/PM rush. This is much ado about nothing for us.
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Train horns are brought back into use I would probably consider moving. The wayside shorn has
made living here much better.
To be perfectly honest, I've never heard the wayside horn.
The train horn was loud and completely obnoxious when the engineer blew it constantly
throughout our town. I believe the wayside makes things safer (because it is directed at traffic
and easily heard).
One advantage of the wayside horn is that it only blows when train is there, as some engineers
blow horn continuously all thru town, especially at night.
I can honestly say that I sleep better at night, during the summer months, because I'm not being
awakened every 30 to 40 minutes by the long loud blaring train horns. I do hope these new
alarms will be made a permanent fixture in Mundelein. They truly have improved the quality of
my life. Thank you. Cathy Greiner.
I am 67 years young and I grew up with train horns and they never were a bother .
The wayside horn is not like the old train whistles. Its just something about the sound of the train
whistle that's more soothing versus the harsh but practical wayside horn. Safety should still be
No. 1.
The train horn used to blow extremely long, especially during the night when approaching and
leaving town, us waking us up. The wayside horn is a better alternative!
The train horn used to wake me every night and morning. I never hear a horn now. Thank you!
The train itself can be as loud as either horn. I live a couple of blocks from the intersection and
have always enjoyed the sound of the actual train horn. It forms a major chord, which I can tune
my guitar to, and play along with. Cool! Nostalgia from a by gone era?!
We live about 3 miles from the train tracks. When we first moved here the train would wake us
at night. Now the wayside horn can only be faintly heard if I am already awake. It has been a
good change for us.
They're great!
Previously, I have been awaken every night but not once, since the wayside horns have been
installed. 1 live three blocks from the train crossing.
I rarely hear the new horn. The old train horns were much louder but were usually not real
annoying.
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Question #2- I don't!; Question # 13 -I wouldn't with either.
Question #15- 40 years. Find the wayside horn a large improvement in the quality of life in
Mundelein living.
Excellent program.
We do not hear the horn from our location. It is impossible for me to fill out the survey -1650
Valencia way, Mundelein.
We hardly notice the train horns anymore!
We enjoy the horn in the distance, reminds us of where we grew up. We are also farm enough
that it is not "that" noticeable.
Question # 15 -43 years; Question # 16 -83 years. I grew up in a railroad environment. I miss the
old steam whistles. The present train horns are okay to me. I don't like the gate horns. Vic Allen
Question #4 -Night is #2 -Less loud and not has frequently heard. Question #6 -Keeping the
windows open, #2 . night only.
We live 2 blocks from the tracks. We live about 4 blocks from a crossing. Sleeping with open
windows this summer, it is noticeably quieter.
Question #9- Don't hear it. Question #14- Wayside Horn, it startles you as you are driving bye.
The wayside horn is very annoying and it should be changed back to the original way and limit
the time the horn blows.
Great improvement.
Question #15 – 43 years. Question #16 – 83. Dump the sick way side horns. The rails made us
what we are. Vic Allen
The wayside horns have been a blessing in our neighborhood (Holcomb Drive). The train horns
would be blaring all night long (sometimes 1 think the train engineers would actually blow their
horns longer at night).
The wayside horn is a wonderful improvement for the neighborhood. After 3 years, I would still
wake up in the middle of the night with the train horn. Sensible, conscientious drivers and
pedestrians respect the wayside horn and crossing gates the same as the train horn. Careless
people would probably respect neither. Thank you for the wayside horns!
Way to go Mundelein!
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I find the wayside horn effective and much less annoying than the train horn. I miss the train
horn. I like it.
The wayside horn is a great improvement! Please continue this program! Some people will
continue to complain
(and to ignore signals), but the wayside horn has made our quality of life much better and our
neighborhood is much quieter. Thank you! !
No return envelope provided to us. Question #12- sound wise, not safer. But the flashing X sign,
even from distance, reminds me there's a RR crossing and I'm more aware to pay attention for
possible trains approaching. I have young children. Before the wayside horn, my children would cry
and run to the house when we were
outside. Now with the new sound system, my children are not terrified and we're able to enjoy
outside better. They still hear the horn but not so stal1ling! I love it much much better! ! !
I like the train horn.
Thank you for the "wayside horn". Now we can keep the windows open at night and not have the
train scare you to death!
We live over a mile from a railroad crossing so the only time I really notice it is late at night and
quite frankly I didn't know that a wayside horn was being used. It sounds like a normal train
horn. When I cross a train track, I see these lit up arrows blinking. What does this mean anyway?
I thought originally that it meant a train was coming. I think the local newspaper should explain
what these lights mean.
I have no idea what a wayside horn is. I hear the train occasionally early morning.
To answer questions #13 & 14- The wayside horn when it blows when a car is on, slightly, over
or coming up to
the tracks, I believe could give an elderly person a hear attack. It sounds like the train is on top
of you. There has been a few times by myself and also with a passenger that I have been on the
tracks crossing and the horn has
blown and it has scared me. I think a senior could possibly get confused get or passenger into a
car accident or maybe even freeze on the tracks. I do believe the wayside nom is a good idea but
may need some tweaking.
The wayside horn is a big improvement. The number of trains and regular train horns would
wake me up every night and I live over a mile from the train. I also think the number of trains
should be reduced.
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I think the wayside horn should be installed at all crossings.
I reside close enough (approximately 2 blocks) from 2 crossings, and with my windows open
most train horns are very annoying. With the automated horns, on a still evening I sometimes
hear them when I am outside. Automated horns are much friendlier and I feel they are just as
safe as train horns.
We live about 1/2 mile from the nearest railroad crossing and we have never been awakened in
the night by the wayside horn. The train horns would wake us as they were entering town, 2
miles away, making it difficult to sleep with the windows open. (You could even hear the horns
with the windows closed.) The wayside horns are a big improvement! At the train crossings I
think the wayside horns are just as safe as the train horns. They are easy to hear when you are on
the street at the gate crossing.
Thank you for making the nights and days more peaceful.
Wayside horn is better than the train horns. It's hard to legislate against stupidity .If someone
can't figure out a train is coming when the gates go down and lights flash, I don't believe a horn
is going to convince them. We can't protect everyone. Each of us is responsible for our own
actions.
Question # 15 -28 years. Have had no experience of hearing or seeing the wayside horn in
action. The train horn has had no adverse effect on our family.
I live one block south of the Dunbar crossing and the train horn began blasting just as it was
alongside my house -having an extremely detrimental effect upon my hearing (not to mention my
psyche); (2) The wayside horn cannot be heard at all from my home -perhaps being drowned out by
the noise of the train itself; (3) Gold bless the brains of the bloke what dreamed up the bountiful
mercy of the wayside horn -may it not be cast aside); (4) I did not receive your prior mailing. Thank
you for including me in your survey.
I live a block from the track and at my home I have never heard the wayside horn. I have heard it
at the crossing only.
The wayside horn is a positive step. Regarding safety at crossings -idiots will violate laws
regardless of horns, gates or laws. The wayside horn makes a difference -all good.
Question #7- 2, only when driving and stop in front of the horn. Question #13 -people who violate
the crossing law will always violate it regardless. I love the new horn system. Before, every night
there was one or two trains that would lay on their horn from the Dunbar/45 crossing, over the 176
route crossing to the Hawley crossing. 1 would be woken up even with my windows closed. Now I
do not even hear the horn from my house. The new horn system is very loud right by the crossings,
as it should be. Please keep the new system going. I like sleeping with my windows open. I have
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lived in my house for 10 years and never got used to the train noise, as people often say you do. Now
I do not notice it.
Question # 13 -this doesn't stop the stupidity of people.
Wayside horn is great. The only person in my family who doesn't like it is my 2 year old
daughter because she can't tell which direction the train is coming from.
Both my husband and I like the wayside horn. Please keep it!
Question #7 -just to listen not because of the noise. Question # 13 -3, it's stationary not the real
thing. The train horn never bothered me. The positive to the wayside horn is that it is not as long.
You hear what is in your neighborhood, not the whole town. Some trains just keep blowing nonstop. My fear is, what happens if the wayside horns don't blow due to a malfunction? Will the
train conductor know to blow the horn?
Question #8- don't hear it at home. Question #11 -never thought about it. Question #12- never
noticed. Question #13- don't know.
Thank you for giving us the chance to participate in this study.
With respect to #14, if the volume were to be decreased the horn would be ineffective. If the
volume were increased the horn would become more annoying. The volume has to be at a
volume that is most effective. That said, I believe wayside horns are best.
I live a mile away and can hear the horns with my windows open. This is a extremely annoying
situation at night when I'm trying to sleep. Concentrating on reading or work during the day or
evening, is difficult during horn blowing.
The wayside horn is a major improvement -the train horns woke me up at night -interrupted
conversations during the daytime. But, I believe the conductors at night were in cahoots (teamed
up) with the wayside horn people to make this happen. The night time conductors lay down on
their horns hard and often -as if to try to get everyone awake. I don't know but I have bet the
conductors had money to gain from this deal -Doles.
When filling this out, I hadn't noticed a new horn. Train noise doesn't effect the way we live
here. I didn't know about the wayside horn.
The wayside horn goes on before lights and gates go into use and scare the "hell" out of you if
you're going over the tracks when it goes on -this could cause accidents!
I live a few blocks from the tracks and noticed I do not hear the train horn hardly at all. I often
wondered how people living closer could stand it at night.
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Our residence is more than 0.6 miles away from the nearest railroad crossing and the horn is not
heard. When the windows are open, we hear the EJ&E train on occasion, but no crossing
warning. Travel across the nearest crossing very infrequent and been stopped perhaps once in the
last 3 years or so. Anderson
I can leave windows open at night in the summer months, and not sit up in bed every time a train
goes through town. Thank you.
I have only heard the wayside horn once, that was at a crossing as I waited for the train to pass. I
noticed the wayside horn to be loader and longer than the train horn. I remember thinking I was glad
not to live near the wayside horn. The train horn is only sounded as the train crosses the road. The
wayside horn continues until the whole train passes. But for safety I would think the wayside is
better, as it warns cars for a greater distance. If you don't see the crossing (especially in a line of
cars) you will hear it!
The wayside horn is much less (annoying?) as the train horn.

Negative

The wayside horn is frightening when it goes off. It's like the train is at the crossing when it
really isn't. It's hard to figure out where the train really is.
The answer to question 8 is inside (with open windows).
Question #14- The sound range needs to be reduced in my opinion. For someone to hear the horn
2 miles away is obtrusive. Please read my comments for questions 8 and 14. Our main concern is
the disruption of our family/guests sleep due to waking up or not being able to fall asleep due to
the loud horn. We live approximately 2 miles away from the railroad crossing and you can
clearly hear the horn at night time. Thus, maybe have the wayside horn operate at two different
volumes, ( I) higher volume during daytime hours due to outside noise and (2) a lower volume
horn between 9 PM and 6 AM due to less outside noise.
The problem with the train horn is the duration of time that it is sounded by the engineer. The
volume of the train horn may be too loud, but it being sounded for too long is why I prefer the
wayside horn.
I work next to a crossing with these horns and my biggest complaint is the duration of their
noise. If a train pulls up, but stops before the crossing they blare until the gates go up. The train
itself wouldn't have sounded its horn until it started backup to cross the crossing. When the
commuter train stops at the station they blare. Then, about 20 seconds after the gate goes up they
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blare again when the train leaves the station. While they are quieter than the train horn they
sound far more often and much longer. I flat out hate them.
Five blasts of train horn not necessary.
I like the sound of the original train horn. If this bothers people living near the tracks, they
should move. The safety is more important. The red lights on the wayside horns are distracting.
The intersection at Dunbar Road (& Route 45) has 2 wayside horns. One is pointed directly at
one of the student residences at the Mundelein Seminary. It is extremely offensive and has
adversely affected the seminary's community life. Windows can no longer be left open, liturgies
are interrupted and classes are affected. I recommend (I) the "3rd" horn pointing at the seminary
be removed, (2) the other 2 horns be reduced in both volume and duration. Mundelein Seminary
-Stanley C. Pep, VP of Facilities.
The sound of the wayside lasts much longer for each passing train.
Question #14- Train Horn, too loud -not accepted loud. It's terrible, then train horn blows each
direction. While crossing railroad, train horn is too loud and too long (in time, it's blowing up to
10 seconds each time). Train going thru Mundelein with approximate speed 30 miles/hr. before
they installed wayside, was horror for us, we heard train horn for 15 minutes each time. Thanks
for wayside, it's a lot better now. We do not hear train anymore in home. Thank you. Now we
can sleep! ! ! M. Nabietec
What I find interestingly annoying is that the wayside horn produces a distorted sound instead of
a crystal clear harmonically balanced one. When you're actually at the gate, the wayside horn is
terrible! Poor amplifier? Bad speaker? Both? Maybe cost cutting played into it. From a design
standpoint, if you design crap, you get crap results. So if you're trying to sell this to the public,
fix it! Else, let the trains roll!
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Appendix J
Sound Contours
Fall 2001 – Train Horns
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Spring 2002 – Wayside Horn
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